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INVESTIGATION INTO THE FATIGUE RESISTANCE OF STANDARD 
PENNDOT PRESTRESSED CONCRETE COMPOSITE SECTIONS 
Harry C. Benner Jr. ^ 
ABSTRACT 
In recent years the design requirements for prestress- 
ed concrete beams have been greatly liberalized by allow- 
ing the development of tensile stresses in the lower 
fibers. By permitting tensile stresses, and the inevit- 
able associated cracking, a tendon fatigue problem may 
have been induced. 
In this thesis a method of analysis is proposed for 
calculating the stresses, and stress ranges, in prestressed 
concrete beams. This proposed analytical procedure 
deviates from the previously employed methods in that it is 
more rigorous and is capable of handling sections composed . 
of a concrete slab cast-in-place on top of a prefabricated 
prestressed concrete beam (i.e. composite sections). 
This method of analysis is then coded in Fortran and 
the resulting program is used to perform a parametric 
study of the current PennDOT bridge beam specifications 
(BD-201). From this study various trends are revealed and 
the critical fatigue parameters isolated. The major find 
in this study is that the simple dimensionless parameter 
L/e (span length to precast section's prestress eccentri- 
city ratio) is a-good indicator" of the relative fatigue 
-1- 
resistance amoung the various PennDOT sections. 
The influence nonprestressed steel has on a specific 
member's fatigue resistance is also investigated in this 
study. Here it was found that L/e is a good indicator 
of the nonprestressed .steel's affect on a specific 
section's fatigue behavior as well. 
Based on these observations several general recom- 
mendations are made pertaining to how this information 
should be used.  Finally the limitations of this study 
are discussed and the -areas requiring additional investiga- 
tion are outlined. 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background: 
The fatigue behavior of prestressed concrete members 
has been a point of interest since they were introduced 
over thirty years ago. Early investigations led to the 
conclusion that fatigue failure is not a problem in 
prestressed concrete members. This conclusion is quite 
true for members designed under the then current 
specifications, which did not allow tensile stresses in 
precompressed concrete. However, for beams designed under 
the more recent specifications, which allow the concrete 
stress to be in tension, it is questionable whether the 
same conclusion still holds. 
Fatigue failures in prestressed concrete members are 
generally due to fatigue failure of the prestressing 
strands. Under older design specifications the entire 
concrete cross-section was required to be in compression 
at all times. This assures that the concrete continually 
contributes to the resistance of the applied loads. In 
this situation the live load stress, and consequently the 
prestressed steel's stress range, remains rather small, 
usually not exceeding 6 ksi (1). A stress range of 6 ksi 
is well below the endurance limit of the prestressing 
steel, indicating little chance of fatigue failure. 
-3- 
In recent years the design requirements have been 
liberalized by allowing the development of some tensile 
stresses in the concrete. Such members are sometimes 
referred to as "partially prestressed" in contrast with 
the "fully prestressed" members where no tensile stress is 
allowed. The current specifications allow a flexural 
member's extreme tensile fiber to experience a stress of 3 
Jf' c" (2) or 6jf'c%  (3) for bridge members, and as high as 12 
fc'c" for building members (4), under full dead plus live 
load. These allowable stresses, with the exception of the 
last, are somewhat below the modulus of rupture of 
concrete, commonly estimated at 7-5/f'c' (3)> implying that 
the concrete will remain uncracked. However, it would be 
imprudent to rely on this small margin. Factors other 
than live load, such as concrete shrinkage constrained by 
embedded steel or accidental overloading can induce high 
enough tensile stresses to cause cracking. Chances are 
good that these members will be cracked shortly after they 
are put into service. 
The bottom line is that these cracks do exist and 
their effects must be considered. Unlike concrete in 
compression, previously cracked concrete can no longer 
contribute any tensile resistance. At the time of 
cracking the tensile resistance previously contributed by 
concrete must be transferred to the steel. This transfer 
of stress causes an abrupt increase in the steel strand 
-4- 
stress. All subsequent increases in the applied bending 
moment will have to be resisted by the cracked section, 
with steel resisting all the tension. The resulting steel 
stress range is considerably greater than would be 
calculated on the basis of the uncracked section. How 
this increase in stress range affects the fatigue 
resistance of prestressed concrete beams is not precisely 
known. This question is one of the main issues behind 
the current resurgence of prestressed concrete research. 
1.2 Previous Research: 
During the early years of prestressed concrete use in 
this country several investigations were undertaken in an 
effort to determine the fatigue resistance of these 
members. One of the first major investigations into this 
area was undertaken by Eckberg and colleagues at Lehigh 
University. Their report (5) outlined a procedure for 
predicting the fatigue, life of a prestressed concrete 
member based on the appropriate modified Goodman diagrams 
for the steel and concrete materials. They addressed many 
factors that influence fatigue life such as the percentage 
of steel, the level of prestress and the dead load to live 
load ratio. 
Based on their calculations these investigators made . 
a number of basic observations about the resistance of 
-5- 
prestressed concrete members to fatigue. First the 
ultimate moment under dynamic loading is always less than 
the static ultimate moment. Secondly the ratio of dynamic 
ultimate moment to static ultimate moment, and the fatigue 
resistance, can be enhanced by either increasing the 
prestressing force or the steel percentage, or both. In 
conclusion the authors suggested that a member may be 
considered safe against fatigue failure if: 
M( dynamic ultimate)> 2(D+L+D* 
Applying this method of reasoning to the fully prestressed 
beams in use at the time led to the conclusion that 
fatigue was not a major concern in their design, 
consequently the subject was not considered further for 
several years. 
The next study of interest was published by R.F. 
Warner and associates in 1966 (6). The paper presented a 
method for estimating the probable fatigue life of 
prestressed concrete beams based on the steel fatigue 
failure. The investigation began by making an analysis of 
the steel and concrete stresses in beams subjected to 
repeated loadings. The results of the beam behavior 
analysis were then combined with the previously published 
fatigue properties of high strength steel prestressing 
strands to study the probable fatigue life of these beams. 
The authors came to the conclusion that a beam's fatigue 
life can be estimated by combining the load-response 
* A complete glossary can be found in Appendix E 
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analysis with the fatigue properties of high strength 
steel, provided the member fails by strand fatigue. They 
also highlighted several aspects, such as local bond 
breakdown at a crack tip and variability of material 
fatigue properties, that complicate the analysis and 
suggest further studies. 
In 1977 another major work in the area of 
prestressed concrete fatigue v/as published (7). In this 
paper a number of partially prestressed concrete ibeams 
were analyzed. The analysis was accomplished by a 
computer program based on a modified version of the 
conventional linear elastic theory of reinforced concrete. 
The stress ranges of both prestressed and nonprestressed 
reinforcement were compared with typical modified Goodman 
diagrams in order to establish the fatigue resistance of. 
partially prestressed beams. The authors concluded by 
proposing two general rules for design when fatigue is a 
consideration. The first is to keep the member in 
compression under full dead load. The second is to 
provide a relatively large area of nonprestressed steel. 
Both these suggestions are directed at lowering the steel 
stress ranges to a safe level. 
The previously outlined studies have contributed . 
greatly to the knowledge of fatigue in prestressed 
concrete members. All three attempted to formulate a 
method by which fatigue resistance of prestressed members 
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can be estimated. These studies drew similar conclusions 
on how to design f,or maximum fatigue resistance. However, 
none of the studies considered the effect of a 
cast-in-place concrete slab acting compositely with the 
precast prestressed section. They did not consider the 
effect the underestimation of the steel stress range 
resulting from overlooking the potential cracking of the 
concrete cross-section. Whether, and to what extent, 
these conditions cause fatigue problems is a question that 
should be investigated. 
1.3 Purpose: 
The total effect that a higher allowable tensile 
stress has on the performance of prestressed concrete 
bridge beams is a complex problem, depending on a large 
number of independent variables. The main purpose of this 
thesis is to gain some insight into this problem. A 
procedure will be developed for the determination of the 
stresses in prestressed concrete members after cracking. 
This procedure will be used to study the effects of 
cracking on a number of standard PennDOT bridge sections 
(2) in order to detect the critical design parameters. 
The intent here is to isolate the most critical parameters 
and to discern the relative, not absolute, fatigue 
characteristics among the various PennDOT sections. The 
determination of whether any one specific PennDOT (or 
-8- 
AASHTO) sections is in danger of fatigue failure will 
require more study and is beyond the scope of this 
investigation. 
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2: METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
2.1 Assumptions and Limitations: 
The analytical methods used in this study are "based 
on the following assumptions. 
1) Thevconcrete follows a linearly elastic 
stress-strain diagram which is defined by a 
modulus of elasticity equal to 57000 ^f • c* (psi). 
2) The prestressing steel follows a linearly 
elastic stress-strain relation with a modulus 
of elasticity of 28 million psi. 
3) The nonprestressed steel follows a perfectly 
elastic-perfectly plastic stress-strain relation 
in both tension and compression, with a modulus 
of elasticity of 29.6 million psi. 
4) The section deforms according to the 
Bernoulli-Navier hypothesis. 
5) Both concrete and steel are homogeneous and 
isotropic. 
6) After cracking only the compressive concrete 
is effective in resisting loads. In other words 
concrete's elastic modulus is taken as zero in 
the tension region. 
7) The section is subjected to the prestressing 
force and bending moments only, shear and 
torsion are neglected. 
8) The total effect of all the prestressing 
strands can be approximated by treating them as 
concentrated at the centroid of the prestressing 
steel. 
9) Failure occurs when the flexural crack 
penetrates the cast-in-place slab (i.e. the 
precast section is completely cracked). 
Assumptions 1 through 8 are commonly used in the 
analysis of prestressed concrete beams. Assumption 9. 
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however, is purely an arbitrary definition of failure for 
composite sections. It is used here in lieu of a more 
complex stress limitation to provide a termination point 
of the analysis. 
These assumptions imply certain limitations beyond 
which the analysis will not be valid. One such limitation 
occurs when either the prestressing steel or the 
compressive concrete is stressed beyond the linear range 
of its stress-strain relationship. This occurs at a 
stress of approximately 200 ksi in the prestressing steel 
and about | fc in concrete (8). The exact point of 
nonlinearity varies with the specific steel or concrete 
used. 
Another situation can develop when the validity of 
the linear stress relationship will also be questionable. 
The lower portion of the cast-in-place slab may develop a 
high tensile stress, possibly exceeding the modulus of 
rupture, while the top fiber of the precast beam is still 
in compression. This occurs when the flexural crack 
extends to a point very near the beam-slab interface. 
While the high tensile stress would cause the slab to 
develop cracks, the compression in the neighboring precast 
section fiber would prevent the same from happening. A 
redistribution of stresses will most likely occur in a 
more complicated and nonlinear manner. The extent and 
nature of this redistribution cannot be determined by the 
-11- j 
"basic mechanics of material method used here and is beyond 
the scope of this paper. 
Both situations, nonlinearity and slab tension, occur 
when the applied moment is high and the member is near 
failure. Therefore, as the flexural crack progresses to 
the vicinity of the cast-in-place slab the results of the 
linear analysis must be examined carefully. If either of 
the aforementioned situations are approached, the 
analytical results must be viewed as questionable. 
2.2 Analysis of Sections Before Cracking: 
Larger structures, such as bridges, are often 
subjected to a variety of different loading conditions 
which occur at different times during their lives. For 
simple steel members, such as rolled I beams, the time at 
which the load is applied is irrelevant since the section 
properties (I,S etc.) remain constant with time. However 
in the case of bridge members, or other members composed 
of a prefabricated beam and a cast-in-place concrete slab, 
the situation is more complicated. 
This beam-slab configuration is known as a composite 
section. The time when each load is applied is critically 
important to the stress analysis of these sections. If 
the load is applied before the cast slab has hardened (and 
becomes effective in resisting loads) the entire load must 
-12- 
"be resisted by the prefabricated section alone. All loads 
applied subsequent to the slab hardening will be resisted 
by the combined section comprised of the slab and the 
prefabricated member. 
The method of construction employed determines when 
the slab becomes effective and consequently which section 
resists which particular loading. One construction method 
utilizes temporary braces to support the slab while it is 
cast and dried. The slab is allowed to harden before the 
temporary ^supports are removed. In this case, the weight 
of the slab is not resisted by the precast member but, 
along with any subsequent loads, by the composite section. 
This procedure is known as shored construction. 
Unshored construction is the alternative to shored 
construction. Here, no temporary supports are used and 
the weight of the wet slab is supported by the 
prefabricated member alone. Only loads applied after the 
concrete slab has hardened will be resisted by the 
composite beam-slab section. This study will deal with 
unshored construction only, since it is the more common 
practice for highway bridges. 
Bridge members composed of a slab cast on top of a 
precast pretensioned concrete beam are more complicated 
because another cross-section has to be considered, making 
a total of three sections. The first consists of the 
concrete of the precast member and any nonprestressed 
-13-       v 
steel present, transformed by the standard mechanics of 
materials approach (9). It is important to note that this 
section does not include the prestressing steel. This 
section resists only the force produced by the 
prestressing strand. The upward camber associated with 
the application of prestress causes the member's own 
weight to produce bending, which will be resisted by the 
second section, described below. Since the cambering of 
the member occurs almost immediately upon transfer of 
prestress this initial section is effective for only an 
instant. 
The second effective section is composed of the first 
transformed section^plus the transformed prestressing 
steel. Self weight, unshored slab weight and any other 
loads applied until the time when the slab becomes 
effective are resisted by this section. This section will 
be referred to as the unshored section. 
The final section is composed of all the steel and 
all the concrete, including the slab, transformed by the 
conventional method. All loads applied after the slab has 
set will be resisted by this section, hereafter referred 
to as the shored section. Any load applied to this 
section will be referred to as a shored load. 
Post-tensioned members are even more complicated 
« 
because the relevant cross-section properties vary more 
often, the exact number of changes depending on the 
-14- 
sequence of post-tensioning. As each tendon is strectched 
and anchored it becomes a part of the resisting section 
for subsequent post-tensioning or loading. 
This study is limited to pretensioned members only, 
therefore all the composite sections to be investigated 
will have three effective sections to consider. In each 
case, the composite action of the-several materials is 
taken care of by the usual transforming, method. The three 
distinct transformed sections, each resisting different 
loadings are shown in Figure 1. From the basic mechanics 
of materials approach of superimposing the stresses 
produced by the various loadings comes the following 
stress equations for uncracked composite sections. The 
stress in an arbitrary concrete fiber is given by: 
ic  = -Pe(l/A +' ^)1 + (Mo + Md)(f)2 
2.1 
+ (Mas' + Ml) 
where a tensile stress is indicated by a positive result 
and w is the distance to the fiber in question from the 
centroidal axis, measured downwardly. The subscipts in 
the above equations indicate the section properties being 
used. 
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The stress in the prestressing steel located at the 
centroid of prestressing steel is given by: 
f  = f  + n [(Mo + Md)(f)9+ (Mds + Ml)(f) J       2.2 
se   pe   p i c. ■*- j 
The stress in the prestressing steel located away from the 
centroid is given by: 
f1 = fpe(1-np^(w-e))1 + np[(Mo + Md)(f)2 
2.3 
+ (Mds + Ml)(^)3] 
The stress in the nonprestressed steel is given by: 
2.4 
fs = ng[-Pe(l/A + •^)1 + (Mo + Md)(f)2 + (Mds + Ml)(f) ] 
And finally the stresses in the cast-in-place slab are 
given by: 
fslab= "si£(»s + Ml)(f)3] 2.5 
The equations above are based on the assumption that 
the deflections are relatively small, which allows the 
principle of superposition to be applied. They will 
remain valid until the J-Owest concrete fiber reaches the 
-16- 
modulus of rupture for the first time. At this point, the 
section cracks and concrete loses its tensile resistance, 
therefore the cracked section must "be used for all 
subsequent analyses. 
2.3 Postcracking Analysis; 
The postcracking behavior of prestressed concrete 
beams is more complicated than that of ordinary reinforced 
members. In ordinary concrete members the neutral axis of 
the cracked section is controlled by the section geometry 
only, and not affected by the amount of loading. In 
contrast, in a cracked prestressed concrete beam, the 
neutral axis location is not constant but varies with the 
applied load, continually moving up as the load increases. 
This adds another variable to the analysis and complicates 
matters considerably. 
In any structural analysis three important conditions 
must be satisfied for the analysis to be theoretically 
correct. These criteria are equilibrium, compatibility, 
and adherence to the appropriate material 
load-displacement (stress-strain) relationships. The 
method of' analysis for cracked sections will be derived 
from these three criteria. It should be recalled that all 
assumptions stated in section 2.1 apply here as well as in 
the uncracked case. The equations in the following 
-17- 
sections will "be developed with the intention of 
programming them on a computer. Therefore, any apparent 
oddity in formulation can be attributed to programming 
convenience. 
Two of the three criteria are easily met by the 
initial assumptions. By invoking the Bernoulli-Navier 
hypothesis, that plane sections remain plane, the 
compatibility requirement is automatically satisfied. By 
adhering to the linearly elastic material stress-strain 
relationships the material stress can be computed by 
multiplying the material strain by the appropriate elastic 
modulus. As discussed later, Hooke's law will be directly 
applied to prestressing steel only, although it is 
implicitly used for all materials. 
Now with the aid of Figures 2 and 3 the internal 
forces will be evaluated. The force in the prestressing 
steel is the most complicated to determine because it is 
not directly dependent on the curvature of the member. To 
determine the stress in the prestressing, steel the section 
strain diagram must be considered (Figure 2). The total 
strain in prestressing steel is seen to be the sum of 
three components, corresponding to three distinct stages 
of loading. The first stage corresponds to the unloaded 
condition under the effect of the prestressing force 
alone. The second is a partially loaded stage at which a 
point in the concrete adjacent to the prestressing steel 
-18- 
is strained. In other words the point adjacent to the 
prestressing steel is at the same location as it was . 
before the prestress was applied. This condition is 
called decompression. Finally the third stage represents 
the fully loaded condition which causes flexural cracks to 
open. 
The first component of prestressing steel strain due 
to prestress alone is evaluated by Hooke's law. 
€, = f./E- = f /E 1   V   ps   ve pe' ps 3-1 
The second component is the increase in strain caused by 
the intermediate decompression load. It is easily seen 
that this strain increment is equal to the compressive 
strain in an adjacent concrete fiber under prestress 
alone, but in the opposite direction. Therefore the 
strain increment from stage 1 to stage 2 is determined by 
considering the corresponding initial concrete prestress 
at release. Applying Hooke's law gives: 
€2 = VEc =  ^l^^/A + \h 3-2 
Since only the prestress is acting on the section the 
properties of the first transformed section apply (Figure 
1). Defining: 
3 = 1/Cyi/A + BZ/1){\ 3-3 
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Then; 
£2= -fPf- 3.4 
Note that the strains of stages 1 and 2 are controlled by 
the design of the .precast section and are independent of 
cracking and loading. It is convenient to consider the 
sum of these two components: 
€1 + £2 = I^(1 + 1^1 3-5 
The strain component ^ is evaluated from the steel 
strain diagram from stage 3, as shown in Figure 2. The 
incremental strain in prestressing steel beyond 
decompression, as well as the full strains in concrete and 
nonprestressed steel, are linearly dependent on the value 
of a fictitious slab top stress (f ) and the distance 
from the slab top to the neutral axis (y). Similar 
triangles can be employed easily to solve for any 
increment in strain after stage 2, in terms of the 
fictitious slab stress (f _). This fictitious slab' stress 
will be discussed further in subsequent sections. The use 
of similar triangles yields: 
f   = f     . y-dp 3 6 3   c3   T^ 3.o 
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Converting to strain via Hooke's law. 
€3= VEo= I05 • ^ 3-7 
where tensile strains are positive and compressive strains 
negative. Notice that f ~ ordinarily has a negative 
value. Summing up the components of the prestressing 
steel's strain gives: 
c    =    f+f+c    =    ^ppfi  +  Ep.s~\ 
€p 61  +   €2 +   ^3 E^U +  ijf'l 
+ |c3  .  £^p 
Ec y 
3.8 
Multiplying by the modulus of elasticity to get stress 
yields: ' 
f  = f  (1 + n/p), + ft f  • %^ 3.9 
se   pe     p7 '1   P c3  y -* * 
where n is the modular ratio for the prestressing steel. 
Similarly in the prestressing steel located away from the 
centroid: 
fl= V1+ VP»1 + Vo3- ^ 3-10 
The need for this equation will be discussed in Chapter J>. 
Similar to the third strain component of prestressing 
■" -21- 
steel, the stress in concrete fibers or in the 
nonprestressed steel can be easily found by using similar 
triangles. In the case of steel the result must be 
modified by the modular ratio to correct for the 
difference in material properties. Therefore the concrete 
fiber stress is given by: 
(x/y)f for O^rx^y 3.Ha 
f   = c £ 
0 for 0>x 3.11b 
and the stress in nonprestressed steel is given by: 
f = n f  • y"d-q ? 1? 
s    sIc3   y ->'±/i 
Since f ^ is compressive and has a negative value, the 
o J 
resulting stress will be positive when d is greater than 
s 
y. 
After the stresses have been determined, the total 
force in each will be calculated. For the steel forces 
this requires multiplying the stress at the steel centroid 
« 
by the steel's cross-sectional area. Doing so gives steel 
forces of: 
Fs = *-f £Asns(y-ds) 3.13a 
Fp
 
=
    Vpe(1 + VP)1 +  V/f (y~V 3'13b 
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Equation 3.13a applies only when the nonprestressed steel 
has not yielded ( |€ |*|€ |). For the steel that 
-. s  y 
has yielded (|€ M€ I ) the force is calculated by: 
One final consideration must "be made before 
calculating the entire force due to steel. Steel embedded 
in concrete is occupying space where concrete would be 
were it not for the steel's presence. This fact has 
little consequence in the cracked tension zone because any 
concrete that is displaced contributes no resistance. In 
the compression zone, however, the steel is replacing 
concrete that would be effective in resisting the applied 
loads. Therefore, for the analysis to be theoretically 
correct, these areas occupied by steel must be removed 
from the concrete compressive zone when calculating the 
compressive concrete's section properties and the 
resulting forces. However, it is far more convenient to 
consider the concrete whole, free from holes caused by the 
embedded steel, and to make the necessary adjustments on 
the steel forces. For steel that has not yielded, the 
adjustments can be obtained by reducing the transformed 
steel area by the actual area of the steel cross-section. 
This simply requires reducing the modular ratio by one. 
The correction for yielded steel is treated later. 
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Finally adding up the forces due to steel gives: 
T
= vPe
(i
 
+vp)i + ¥vp(y-v 
3-15 
where: when: 
ns = na-l ds<y 
np = „p-l dp^y 
For steel in the tension zone ( d or d > y) no 
P    s 
adjustment of n is needed. 
Finding the force of the compressive concrete is more 
difficult because each layer of fibers, experiences a 
different level of stress. In addition the area is 
bounded by the neutral axis at an as yet undefined 
location (Figure 4). By applying elementary calculus and 
integrating the stress over the area between the neutral 
axis and the slab bottom (Az) this force can be found. 
Integrating gives: 
C 1 = ^Az3^ 3.16 
Again, as in the case of the unyielded steel, a small 
correction will be necessary to account for the presence 
of yielded nonprestressed steel in the compressive 
concrete. Here the effect of having the yielded steel in 
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the compression zone is accounted for by subtracting the 
amount of force that ignoring the steel's presence assumes 
in the concrete. Or: 
CBt = £s2gAa(d8-y) 3.17 
where only the steel in the compression zone ( d <y) 
contributes. Adding these components together gives the 
total force due to the precast concrete as: 
°  y£J-AzxdA+ !Wy^ 3-18 
Up until now the problem being discussed was by no 
means new. Other investigators, such as Nilson, have 
suggested methods of analysis for cracked prestressed 
sections. The method presented above is very similar, 
although somewhat more precise, to Nilson*s proposed 
method of analysis (8). This procedure is fully adequate 
for non-composite members but in the case of composite 
bridge members, and any other composite members, the 
cast-in-place slab presents a new dimension to the problem 
which has not previously been examined. Therefore, the 
solution to this problem is one of the central issues in 
this thesis. 
The addition of the slab represents a special problem 
in that the strain diagram is no longer one straight line 
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but" has a discontinuity at the beam-slab interface. Not 
only is the strain diagram not continuous but the strain, 
and stress, gradients in the slab and in the precast 
section are not the same. A typical stress diagram is 
shown in Figure 5- The discontinuity is due to the;fact 
that the slab is effective in resisting only one part of 
the load. Just prior to the hardening of the 
cast-in-place slab, the member is subjected to the 
prestress, the beam weight, the slab weight, and any other 
load that may exist, all of which is resisted by the 
precast section (Section 2, Figure 1). At this time there 
is no stress in the slab. The slab participates only in 
resisting loads applied after it has set (Section 3» 
Figure 1). 
The most convenient method of calculating the total 
force in the slab is to make the stress diagram continuous 
by introducing a fictitious prestressing force in the 
slab. The magnitude and location of this fictitious force 
are chosen to force a continuous linear stress at the time 
when the slab first becomes effective. The loading at 
that time includes the prestressing force, self weight, 
slab weight, and all other dead loads applied before the 
slab sets. The desired stress diagram is shown in Figure 
6. From the diagram (Figure 6) it can be seen that the 
required fictitious force Q would produce stresses as 
shown by the shaded area, which is an extension of the 
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stress diagram of the precast portion. The desired 
fictitious stresses, at the top and "bottom of the slab, 
are: 
ft = -Pe(l/A - ■^)1 + (Mo + Md)(f)2 3-19 
and, 
f* = -P0(l/A - e(lc_+ *>), + (Mo-+ Md)(^-i-^) I '2 3.20 
From these values the proper location of the force can be 
calculated by finding the centroid of the fictitious 
stress block (shaded area in Figure 6). Here:." . 
s
 
=
 (f# + f  ' 3 3'21 
where s is measured down from the slab top. The required 
fictitious force can be calculated by computing the volume 
of the fictitious stress block. First let: 
Asl=  (t)(S)(nsl) 
where S is the effective slab width. Then, 
Q = i(f* + ft)(Asl) 3.22 
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The assumption that the fictitious force is resisted 
by the slab alone implies that there is no composite 
action between the slab and the precast beam, hence the 
precast beam remains unstressed by the fictitious force Q. 
Perhaps the best way to visualize this phenomenon is to 
consider the physical reality of the situation. When the 
slab is cast onto the precast member, it is not being 
applied to a flat surface but onto a surface that is 
already deflected. Therefore, when the slab sets it will 
not be stressed but it will possess an amount of initial 
curvature equal to that of the precast beam. The 
fictitious force can be visualized best as the force 
required to bring the two independent members into 
compatibility, if the slab were originally flat. 
Afterwards the two parts act together • as a composite 
member. 
The addition of this fictitious force has made the 
composite section's stress diagram linear and continuous. 
Maintaining the same magnitude and location of this force 
will keep the stress diagram linear and continuous through 
all subsequent loadings. When the shored dead and live 
loads are applied to the shored section a continuous 
linear stress diagram will result, shown by stage 2 in 
Figure 7. From this stress distribution an apparent slab 
force can be computed by calculating the volume of this 
-apparent stress block (light plus dark shaded areas). 
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c 
Solving gives: 
Cslab= *fc3(1+  z/y)(Asl> 3-23 
The true slab force is the apparent slab force minus the 
applied fictitious force. Therefore: 
C
Slab - *Asl(fc3(1 ^z/y) * f*"ft> 3.2* 
The resulting slab stresses will also have to be 
corrected. Similar to the total force, the apparent slab 
stresses are comprised of two quantities, the first being 
caused by the fictitious force Q and the second by the 
real applied loads. The real stress in any given slab 
fiber can be found by subtracting the corresponding 
fictitious stress from the appropriate apparent stress. 
These quantities can be seen graphically in Figure 7. 
Here the darker shaded area corresponds to the stresses 
produced by the fictitious force while the lighter shaded 
area represents the actual stresses caused by the applied 
loads. The sum of the two corresponds to the apparent 
stresses of the continuous linear stress diagram. As 
previously mentioned, the magnitude of each area 
multiplied by the slab's effective width gives the 
respective forces. 
In equation form the stress at the top of the slab 
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IS 
ft»- (fc3-f#)(n*l) 3-25 
and at the slab "bottom: 
fsb= («/y*e3-ft)(n8l) 3.26 
The apparent slab top stress (f o) is °f particular 
c J5 
interest. It is no more real than any other apparent 
stress value but is very useful as a reference value in 
formulating all the other forces. For convenience this 
value is used in formulating the similar triangle 
relationships utilized in defining the majority of the 
forces in the section (Figure ?)• The total concrete 
force can be computed by summing up the components. 
Summing gives: 
C = C, + C . + C , , 1   st   slab 
or, 
C = £fi2 LTA8xdA * §As(ds-y)  +  Asl(y-it)]  -  Q 3.2? 
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With all the forces known, and the compatibility and 
stress-strain requirements fulfilled, the third criterion 
of equilibrium can be applied. The equilibrium criterion 
consists of two requirements which come from mechanics of 
materials (10). The first requirement is that the 
algebraic sum of all the axial forces must equal zero. 
The second is that the sum of the moments about the 
neutral axis must be zero as well. Summing axial forces 
gives: 
C + T = 0 
or rearranging and substituting, 
fo 
y2CApnp(y-dp) *• £Asns(y-ds) + /AzxdA + fA^-y) 
3.28 
+ Asl(y-it)] = HApfpe(l +: iy*)1 + £AsFy. 4«=X -  Q](-l) 
letting, 
N1
 "  
Q
"Vpe(1 + "p/B)l " KFy  |fc=$ 3.29 
and, 
Dl = Apnp(y-dp) + £Asns(y-ds) + J^xdA ^ 
+
 iAs(Vy)+ (y-**)(A8l) 
-31- 
■» 
v_ 
The first requirement simplifies to 
fc3 = Dl" y (Equilibrium 1) 
Applying the second equilibrium constraint yields: 
2M - - NL = 0 
:v- 
or, 
SMna - Mt 3-31 
For clarity the moments of the steel and concrete forces 
will be calculated separately and then added up. The 
moment due to the forces in prestressed and nonprestressed 
steel is: 
Ms - Vpe(1 + v* Wy) + fAsVds-y> 
y    un s s     |y-ds| "p p     |y-C|     J 
3.32 
The moment due  to forces  in concrete  is: 
- %3 LTAzx2dA - ?As(ds-y)2 
+  (y-*t)(A8l)(y-s*) ] - Q(s-y) 
Mc 
3.33 
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where s* is the distance from the slab top to the centroid 
of the apparent stress block. It can be calculated by:   ° 
2y-t   3 -'•^ 
Finally; 
Ms + Mc = Mt 
letting: 
N2 =
 -
JAzx2dA+ lAs(Vy)2+ (y-*tMAsl)(s*-y) 
+ vA n . (.Y-dsjj, + .  . (y-dp)3 +
 nAsns  |y-ds|  + ApnP |y-dp| 
and, 
D2=
 
Mt " Apfpe(1+ VP)i(Vy) 
-?AsFy(dg-y)2+ Q(s-y) 
The second requirement simplifies to 
3-35 
3.36 
y
 
=
 D2 * fc3 (Equilibrium 2) 
The two equilibrium equations 1 and 2 are in terms of 
the two unknown quantities y and f ~. Both are derived so 
c_3 
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that they satisfy all the compatibility and stress-strain 
requirements. In using these equations  it must be 
remembered that all the constraints and limits 
corresponding to the individual forces, as previously 
stated, apply throughout the analysis. 
Now all that remains is to solve these two nonlinear 
simultaneous equations for f „ and y. Once these 
quantities are known all the other forces and stresses can 
be found by backsubstituting them into the appropriate 
equations. The first step in solving is to rearrange the 
equations by substituting equilibrium equation 1 into 
equilibrium equation 2, yielding: 
r      _  (N1)(N2)  r , ~ ?7 2c3 "  (D1)(D2) ' rc3       V ■*■•*' 
Rearranging: 
f r- (N1)(N2) .. n B 0 3 38 
C3L (D1)(D2)   1J   ° 3'3b 
Since f _ is nonzero, the equation reduces to: 
[glKSl} "1 = 0 (Equilibrium 3) 
The above equation is now solved by trial and error until 
a pair of f - and y values are found that give an answer 
-34- 
to equation 3 which is sufficiently close to zero (i.e. 
meets the absolute error criterion). The method of 
solving this equation is described in section 2.5  • 
-35- 
2.4 Numerical example; 
A numerical example is given to illustrate the valid- 
ity of the cracked section analysis and to demonstrate 
the trial-and-error method of solution. Consider the 
standard PennDOT section shown in Figure 8. The "beam 
and slab are defined by the following data. 
Precast Beam Type 120/30: 
A = 363 in2 c = 13.12 "  I = 32786.2 in4 
000 
A = I.38 in2 d = 31.47 " n = 6.7796 p P P 
ACT = 2.00 in2 d = 35-00 "  F = 40 ksi n = 7-1760 s s y s 
Cast-in-Place slab: 
t = 7"       S = 60"     n n = 0.8165 si      J
Performing the approppiate transformations gives the 
following geometric properties. 
Ax = 373-95 in2 C-L = 12.78"  I = 34189-2 in4 ^  = 7.25" 
A£ = 383.31 in2 c2 = 12.61"  I = 3^669-3 in4 e2 = 7-08" 
A3 = 726.24 in2 c    =  22.47"  I- = 115090.6 in4 e    =  16.94" 
The prestress and moments are: 
Mo = 704.53 k-in Md = 1013-93 k-in Mds = 139.79 k-in 
Ml = 2193.63 k-in and Pe = 200.7k 
Assuming the section has not cracked the equations of 
section 2.2 can be employed. The resulting stresses are: 
Beam top: 
f        =   -200  7(—£  +   7.251-17.22^  +   (1718.46H-17.39) itb ^uu. A3?3#95 ■*■    34189.2 > 34669.3 
+ 2333.43(-7-53) = _0 818 ksi 115090.6       u,0 ° K l 
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Beam bottom 
f      =  _200' 7(_i  +  7.25(12.781) +   (I7I8.46)(12.61) ib ^uu-^373.95 T    34189.2       ' 3^669.3 
+ 2333.43(22.47)    =    0 000 ksi 
II5090.6 u,uuu Ksl 
Slab  top; 
f  = 2333.43(-14.53) (0 8l65) = _0 241 ksi 
st     115090.6      lu,°io:)j     U.^l KSI 
Slab bottom: 
■F     = 2333-^3(-7»53)  (0 8I6O       = -n 1?=; k^i sb 115090.6 ^.oit^j u.10 KSI 
Prestressed steel; 
f      =  200.7 +  6  7796rl718.46(7.08)  + 2333.43(16.94)n 
se        I.38      D,^yoL    34669.3 U5096.6        J 
=  150.2 ksi 
Nonprestressed steel: 
f      =  7  l67[-200  7(-i  +   7.25(10.78} x  +  1718.46(10.61) is /'.IO/L  ^UU.A3?3>95■+    3/^669.3       j 34669.3 
+   2333^3(20.47)n     =     _Q   301  ksi 115090.6 J u,jyi  icsl 
NOTE:  Mo + Md =  1718.46 k-in    Mds + Ml =  2333.43 k-in 
These calculated stresses must be examined against the 
cracking and yielding limits. In the present case, the 
largest tensile stress in concrete is f, = 0 , and the b 
stress in nonprestressed steel is -O.39I ksi. These values 
are within the respective limits, and the solution is 
correct. 
The same problem will be reanalyzed using the cracked 
section formulation. Obviously, the solution should indicate 
a crack of zero length and the stresses should be identical 
to those previously obtained by the uncracked analysis. 
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First, calculate the fictitious force Q: 
f* = _200 7(—^  + 7.2^-24.22}) + I7I8.46(-24.??) i     ^uu. a3?3#95 -r  34189.2  ;     34669.3 
= -0.715 ksi 
f" = -200 ?(     X   + 7.25{-17.22"K + 1718.46(-17.39) it    ^uu.^3?3>95 T  34189.2   } 34669.3 
= -0.666 ksi 
- -0.715 + 2(-0.666) _ ~ ,,„ 
s
  ' -0:715 + (-0.666) " 3^6 
Asl = ("fc)(s)(nsl) = 7(60)(0.8165) = 342.93 in2 
Q  = i(-0.715+ (-0.666))(342.93) = -236.8k 
Notice that these quantities are independent of the 
crack location y and do not vary during the trial-and- 
error process. 
The trial-and-error solution of equilibrium equation 
3 is started by assuming the neutral axis to be located 
at the bottom; 
y = 37" 
/AzxdA = 363(13.12) = 4762.6 in3 
SAzxzdA  = 363(13.12)2 + 32786.2 = 95721.0 in*' 
Vpe(1 + ^) = 200.7(1 + ^26) = 209.2k 
Apnp(y"V = 1-38(6.7796-l)(37-31.47) = 44.1 in3 
£Asns(y-ds) = 2(7.167-1)(37-35) = 24.7 in3 
Notice that d <y and d <y , therefore n = n -1 and s 
n = n -1. 
P   P 
^
AsFy|d^y|= ^As(ds"y) = °  (Assumes no yielding) 1
 
s
 " I _38_ 
(y-it)(Agl) = (37-3.5)(3^2.93) = 11488.2 in3 
Substituting: 
Nl = -236.8 - 209.2 = -446.Ok 
Dl =  44.1 +  24.7 +  4762.6 +11488.2 =  I63I9.5  in3 
For moment equilibrium: 
s* = 3(37)-2(7). 1 =  3 38" 
°    2(37)- 7  3 J'J 
Mt    =  704.53 +  1013.93 +  139.79 +  2193.63 =  4051.9 k-in 
Q(s-y) =  -236.8(3.46-37) =   7941.9 k-in 
?AsFy(ds-y)  = fAs(ds-y)2 =  0   (No yielding) 
(y-*t)(Asl)(s*-y)  =  11488.2(3-38-37)  =  -386233-3  in4 
A „   (y-d_)3 L 
P P |y_dP.       = 44.1(37-31-47) =  243-9 iiT 
£Vsjy~dS|     * 2^-7(37-35) = 49-3 in4 
A f     (1 + 2p)(d -y) F 209-2(31-47r37) = -1157.0 fc-in p pe p        p 
Substituting: 
N2 =  243.9 +  49-3 -  95271.0  -  386233.3 =  -481211.1  in4 
D2 =  4051.9 +   7941.9 -   (-1157.0)  =  13150.8 k-in 
Substitute  into  equilibrium  3: 
(-446.0) (-481211.1)       1  _  n nm 
(13150.85(16319.5)     "      " 
Since the result is zero the assumed value of y is 
correct. Backsubstituting y into the appropriate stress 
equation yields: 
■F   - N1   -446.0(37)   «-„««, • fc3 " DIy = . 16319.5 = -1-011 ksl 
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Consequently, 
Beam top; 
ftb = ^y^  (-1-011) = -0.819 ks: 
Beam bottom: 
f,  = ^-37(_I.QII) = o.OOO ksi 
b     37 
Slab top: 
f  = (-1.011-(-0.715))(0.8l65) = -0.242 ksi 
S X 
Slab bottom: 
fsb = (.8165)(^(-1.011)-(-0.666)) = -0.126 ksi 
Prestressing steel; 
fse = T^1 +§W*> +  6.7796(^=^2) (-1.011) 
= 150.6 ksi 
Nonprestressed steel: 
fs = ^^(-1.011)(7.16?) = -0.392 ksi 
NOTE; Since f = |-0.392 ksi| <  F =40 ksi  the assumption 
that the nonprestressed steel has not yielded is correct. 
As expected both analytical methods provide approxi- 
mately the same results. The minor discrepancies arise for 
two reasons. The first reason is the inevitable roundoff 
errors associated with any numerical calculations. The 
second reason is the fact that the cracked section analysis 
is a trial-and-error procedure which generally does not 
lead to an exact solution. Any small error in y and f „ c3 
naturally lead to additional errors in the calculated 
results. _40_ 
The preceding example was designed to demonstrate 
the correctness of the proposed procedure. Unfortunately, 
it does not illustrate the trial-and-error nature of the 
method. Therefore the same problem will be reexamined 
under the effect of a larger live 'load moment (Ml = 2500 
k-in). Again start by assuming the neutral axis is at the 
bottom; 
y = 37" 
All values from the previous example remain the same 
except; 
Mt =  4051.9 +   (2500-2193.63) =  4358.3 k-in 
and, 
D2 = 13150.8 + (2500-2193.63) = 134-57-2 k-in 
Substituting into equilibrium 3; 
(-446.0H-481211.1)  - _ n n„ .. 
(I3457.2)(l63l9.5)  " X  " -°'023 ksl 
Since the result is not zero another iteration is 
required. If the neutral axis increment is input a 4" 
(user's discretion) the next trial value of y would be 
33" • 
y = 33" 
vTAzxdA = 3(14)(24.5) + 23(8)(11.5) + 3(3)(22) + 8(6)(8/3) 
= 3471 in2 
;Azx
2dA = (14(3)3+ 8(23)3)/12 + (3(3)3+ 6(8)3)/l8 
.0       + 42(24.5)2+ 184(11.5)2+ 9(22)2 +48(8/3)2 
= 62559.8 in . 
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A f     (1 +n/p) =   209.2k P pe F 
A n  (y-d   )  =   1.38(6.7796-1)(33-31.^7) =  12.2 in3 
£A n  (y-d) = 2(?.l67)(33-35) =  -28.7  in3 
Again d      y  therefore n= n -1   . to
 p P P 
SA F    ,?s~y = fA  (d -y) =  0{i Assumes no yielding) 
s  y |ds-y|      c sv   s 
(y-£t)(A ,)  =   (33-3-5)(3^2.93) =  10116.4 in3 
S -L 
Recalling that the  value  Q and s  are  independent  of y and 
substituting: 
Nl =  -236.8 -  209.2 =  -446.0k 
Dl = 12.2 - 28.7 + 3471 + 10116.4 = 13570.9 in3 
Substituting into equilibrium equation 1: 
*o3 
=
 I5375T5(»> = -1-085 ksi 
The associated stress  in the nonprestressed  steel  is: 
fs    = nsfcy^s    =  7.167(-1.085) (22^) =  0.471 ksi 
which is less than the-steel's yield stress (F = 40 ksi), 
therefore the assumption on nonyielding is correct. 
For moment equilibrium: 
s
   2(33)-7 3  J,J 
Mt = 4358.3 k-in 
Q(s-y) = -236.8(3.46-33) = 6995.1 k-in 
LAsFy(ds-y)2 = |As(ds-y) = 0  (No yielding) 
(y-Jrt)(Asl)(s*-y) = 10116.4(3.36-33) = -299850.1 in4 
Vp|y:dr|)3 =  12.2U.53)2 =  28.6 in4 
-42- 
A f     (1 +  n /p)(d -y)  =  209.2(31.47-33)  =  -320.1 k-in p pe F P 
2A nq|^f    =  -28.? -kfi* = 57.4 in^ n s  s|y-ds| (-2) 
Substituting: 
N2 = 28.6> 57.4 - 62559.8 - 299850.1 = -362323.9 in4 
D2 = 4358.3 + 6995.1 -(-320.1) = H673.5 k-in 
Substituting into equilibrium 3- 
(-446.0)j-362323.9) _ ! = +o 020 ksi (13570.9)(11673.5)      +O0O20 ksi 
Here the result of equation 3 is positive whereas 
the result of the previous iteration was negative. 
Therefore, the solution for y exist somewhere between 
37 and 33 inches. Using the "half-interval" technique, 
the next trial value for y is the average of the previous 
two, or 35 inches. The process would continue until the 
result of equilibrium 3 satisfies the designated error 
criterion. Details of this half-interval procedure are 
given in section 2.5 • 
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2.5 Computer Application; 
As demonstrated in section 2.4, the cracked section 
analysis procedure involves a rather long and involved 
trial and error process, and is not well suited for hand 
calculations. Therefore, the only practical manner of 
applying this procedure is on a computer. The parametric 
study in Chapters 3 and 4 is made in this manner. 
Appendices A and B contain the development of two 
versions of a program that employs this cracked section 
analysis. The only difference between the two versions is 
the method in which the applied live load moments and 
concrete modulus of rupture are determined. In the first 
version these quantities are determined externally and 
entered as input whereas the second version calculates 
these quantities internally. The first version allows the 
user to apply any moment and modulus of rupture desired. 
The second version saves external work "by calculating 
these quantities according to a given set of formulas. 
This saves time but does not give the versatility needed 
for investigating some of the sections examined in the 
parametric study. For convenience the first version will 
be referred to a program ANALZ and the second program 
CREAT2. 
The actual programming of the cracked section 
analysis is fairly straight forward. However, there are a 
few points that should be discussed. The first point 
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worth mentioning is that the user must decide on an 
acceptable absolute error, to be applied against the 
results of equilibrium equation 3. depending on the degree 
of accuracy required. A large error limit will result in 
a crude solution to the. problem. On the other hand, too 
small an error limit will unnecessarily prolong the 
trial and error process. For the following parametric 
study an absolute error of 0.0001 was used. The resulting 
forces and moments are believed to be correct to within 
one hundredth of one percent. 
Another point to discuss is how these equations are 
actually solved. The program in Appendices A and B uses a 
simple halving technique. Initially the cracked neutral ■""■- 
axis (y value) is assumed to be at the beam bottom, the 
force values are calculated, and the result, of equation 3 
is compared against the allowable error. If the error 
criterion is not satisfied the value of y is incremented 
(i.e. the neutral axis adjusted) by an interval which has 
been input by the user and the process is repeated. The 
process is continued until a change of sign is detected 
between the results of two consecutive trials. This 
indicates that a solution of y lies between the current 
and previous value of y. The next trial of y is 
taken as the average of the current and previous y values. 
The sign of the new result is examined to determine which 
of the two half intervals now contains the root. This 
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process of halving the interval continues until the error 
criterion is met, or until the trial value of y becomes 
less than t, indicating the crack has penetrated into the 
slab, at which time failure is assumed. 
The final point worth mentioning is how the program 
determines if the nonprestressed steel has yielded or not. 
Initially, none of the steels is assumed to yield. The 
corresponding y and f ~ values are used to calculate a 
trial strain gradient. From this gradient the strains in 
the nonprestressed steels determined. These strain 
values are then compared against the specified yield 
strains. If any of the nonprestressed is found to 
have yielded, the calculation of f  must be revised, this 
time assuming that the steel that will yield first, as 
determined by the steel's yield stress and distance y, has 
yielded. This process is continued until the number of 
steels found to have yielded according to the computed 
strain gradient, is consistent with the number assumed 
when calculating f ^ and y. These values of f . and y are 
C_) C_5 
then used in the calculation of N1,N2,D1,D2 and 
subsequently in equilibrium equation 3- From here the 
procedure continues as described in the preceding 
paragraph. 
In Appendices A and B the required input for both 
ANALZ and CftEAT2 is outlined. The flow chart shown in 
Appendix C applies to both. 
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3: PARAMETRIC STUDY 
3.1 Introduction: 
The CREAT2 program developed in section 2.5 was used 
to conduct a parametric study of the post cracking 
behavior of standard PennDOT bridge beams. All the data 
used in this study was taken from the current PennDOT 
design tables (2). 
Currently both the PennDOT and AASHTO bridge 
specifications (2 & 3) require that the maximum concrete 
tensile stress be limited to a level below the generally 
accepted concrete modulus of rupture of ?.5/f'c' . 
Theoretically, this limitation quarantees an uncracked 
section, consequently the section can be analyzed by the 
simpler uncracked section equations of section 2.2 . 
Obviously this is what a practicing engineer will do. 
However, in reality, the section probably will experience 
cracking and the more complicated cracked section analysis 
should be applied. 
The basic principles of fatigue identify the stress 
range, the change in stress due to live load, as the 
critical factor controlling a member's endurance under 
repeated loadings. Therefore, when evaluating a member's 
fatigue resisitance it is important to accurately determine 
the stress range to which a fiber is being subjected. 
Obviously if the uncracked section equations are being 
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applied to a cracked section an error will' result in the 
calculated stresses, and consequently in the stress 
ranges. In all cases the computed stresses, and stress 
ranges, will  be lower than the actual values making the 
error unconservative in nature. Consequently the risk of 
fatigue failure will be underestimated. 
The difference between the actual stress ranges and 
those resulting from the use of the uncracked section 
equations, subsequently referred to as the error of 
analysis, will be the focus of this study. Which 
parameters are most critical and how they affect this 
difference will also be of considerable interest. 
?.2 Application: 
The study is conducted by applying the CREAT2 program 
to a variety of typical sections selected from the PennDOT 
design tables. These sections are chosen to provide as 
wide a range as possible of the various parameters to be 
investigated. They are intended to give an accurate 
indication of the full range of ;the fatigue properties of 
the PennDOT sections. 
For each selected section the dead and prestress 
loads are calculated according to the specifications (An 
example is given in Appendix D) and input into the CREAT2 
program. This program then generates the live load 
moments corresponding to allowable tensile stresses of 
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0,3.6,7.5. and 12/f'c' , based on the properties of the 
uncracked section. These loads are applied to the section 
and it is analyzed twice, once assuming it has cracked and 
once assuming it has not. This allows a direct 
determination of the stress range magnifying factor (y, 
defined later) associated with a section cracking. To 
study the effect of possible overloading, the generated 
live loads are increased by 10 and 20% and the analyses 
are repeated. 
A total of twenty sections (Table 1) are analyzed in 
this fashion with the results being tabulated in Tables 
2-5* The concrete slab used with each section is 60 
inches wide by 7z   inches thick, of which only 7 inches 
are considered effective in resisting the applied loads. 
The compressive strength of the slab concrete is also held 
constant at 3«5 ksi throughout the study. Keeping the 
slabs consistent eliminates the effect that slab variation 
has on the parameters being considered. The results 
obtained by varying certain parameters are discussed in 
the following sections. 
3.3 Variation of Parameters; 
Applying CREAT2 to twenty different sections yields a 
significant amount of data. As previously mentioned the 
primary interest here is focussed on the increase of 
stress range caused by the cracking of the^cross-section. 
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The ratio, between the stress ranges, calculated for the 
cracked and uncracked sections respectively (Y = 
Src/Sru), is used as a measure of the "error of analysis" . 
As the magnitude of this ratio increases the discrepancy 
between the actual and computed stress ranges becomes 
progressively larger. Consequently the overestimation of 
a member's fatigue resistance, based on an uncracked 
analysis, also increases. A quantitative correlation of 
the stress range ratio with the fatigue resistance is not 
attempted in this papaer. The primary concern here is only 
with general qualitative trends caused by varying certain 
parameters. From these trends the relative fatigue 
resistance of the various members can be determined. The 
computed values of Y» for all sections at various loads 
and overloads, are shown in Tables 2,3 and 4. 
Previous studies (5 and 6) have indicated that the 
prestressing strands are* the critical components in the 
fatigue resistance of prestressed beams. Since the 
extreme lower prestressing strand experiences the largest 
stress range it will fail first in fatigue. Being the 
most critical, the stress range in this strand will be 
used as the measure of comparison between the various 
sections. 
The effect of six design parameters, defined later, 
on the error of analysis are investigated in this study. 
These parameters are e/h, L/e, P^(Af" c) ,X ,r  and d  and 
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are listed in Table 5 (Definitions of the last three 
parameters appear later). All parameters have been 
nondimensionalized so that the results can be extended to 
other sections, specifications and unit systems. 
A series of curves were plotted for the individual 
sections showing the values of stress range ratios versus 
the live load moment. In these plots the live load 
moments are represented by the associated nominal 
"allowable tensile stress" values. The groupings of these 
curves in each graph were selected to illustrate the 
effects of particular parameters. 
The first parameter to be examined is a combination 
of the prestressing force and the eccentricity. In order 
to nondimensionalize this parameter the force was divided 
by the product of the area and the concrete's compressive 
strength, thereby transforming the force into a percentage 
of the maximum possible compressive load. Simultaneously, 
the eccentricity was nondimensionalized by dividing by the 
total depth of the precast section, converting the 
eccentricity into a percentage of the precast section's 
height. The parameter X   is defined as: 
x = yuf'c) 
e/h 
All geometric properties used for calculating parameters 
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are the gross section properties of the precast beams. 
These are used so the results can be used to correlate the 
data tabulated in the specifications (2) to the actual 
fatigue resistance of the members. 
Five sections, representing a range of values of the 
parameter X, were chosen and the corresponding live load- 
stress range ratio curves were collected in Figure 10. 
This figure clearly shows that the parameter X has a 
definite influence on the error of analysis. 
The graph shows the curves arranged in clear 
ascending order of X. The larger the value of X, the 
better the uncracked analysis agrees with the actual 
cracked section results, as shown by the lower y value. 
Examination of Tables 2-5 shows occasional exceptions to 
this rule. For example, section 126/36 shows smaller y 
ratios than section 120/36(1), even though it has a 
smaller X value. However*, the range of these 
transpositions are very small, therefore they do not 
affect the general trends significantly. Several 
conclusions are drawn from Figure 10 about the parameter X 
1) The magnitude of X gives a general 
indication of the accuracy of the uncracked 
analysis. Specifically a high X value («1.0) 
indicates a relatively small error and vice 
versa. Consequently sections with similar X's 
will exhibit similar analytical errors. 
2) The stress range ratio increases with an 
increasing live load, as does the error 
difference between members with different X 
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values. 
3) As X increases towards 1.0, the stress range 
ratio increases, at an increasing rate, implying 
a deteriorating safety condition. 
The question now arises whether the individual 
components of X, namely force and eccentricity, are 
important parameters in themselves. Holding one of the 
two constant while varying the other will give some 
indication of the influence of the parameter being varied. 
Figure 11 shows the behavior of four sections with 
similar eccentricities (0.252 ^e/h^:0 .279) and a variety 
of force values (Pg/Af'c). It is obvious from the large 
difference in section behavior among sections with similar 
e/h ratios that the eccentricity in itself is not a good 
indicator of the analytical error. The fact that the 
sections with large prestress show better correlation to 
the actual stresses is of interest. Since all 
eccentricities are about the same, large X values will 
result from^the larger force values. Therefore, the fact 
that larger force values imply larger X values coupled 
with the fact that sections with larger force values 
exhibit superior correlation to the theoretical stresses 
reaffirms the importance of X as an error indicator. 
To examine the significance of the eccentricity 
parameter, curves for four sections with similar forces 
(0.200^Pe/(Af'c)<0.206) are shown in Figure 12. Here 
all four sections exhibit similar behavior even though the 
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eccentricities vary greatly, indicating that the 
eccentricity is not indicative of the error of analysis. 
Subsequent investigation, discussed later, shows that the 
ratio of the two, X,   is a better error indicator than 
prestress force alone. Consequently, both eccentricity 
and force parameters are eliminated from further 
consideration. 
The next parameter to be investigated is the stress 
gradient (tf) produced by the prestressing force alone. 
Like the parameter X,   the stress gradient (tf) is also a 
function of the applied force and the associated 
eccentricity. It has been nondimensionalized by 
multiplying by the ratio of the precast section's depth to 
elastic modulus. Figure 13 shows that the members with 
larger stress gradients produce superior analytical 
results. However, as with X,   the gradient is not a 
. perfect indicator. In some cases a member with a smaller 
gradient behaves better than a member with a larger 
gradient. Therefore, the effect of the stress gradient 
is similar to that of the parameter X. 
The final two parameters to be considered are the 
ratio of the span length to prestress eccentricity and the 
ratio of the force parameter to the span length- 
eccentricity parameter. In mathematical terms, the last 
parameter is: 
T
     L/e 
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Figures 14 and 15 show that these parameters also are 
definitely related to the error of analysis. The length- 
eccentricity parameter follows the same trend as \  with 
the sections with larger values yielding lower y  ratios. 
The correlation between r  and y  is less definitive, its 
significance will he discussed later. 
3.4 Miscellaneous Consideration; 
Examination of Figures 10 through 15 reveals a few 
more important aspects about the usefulness of an 
uncracked analysis. Obviously, as the live load applied 
increases from that producing a bottom fiber stress of 
zero to that producing a stress of 12/f'c' the inherent 
accuracy of the uncracked analysis, as indicated by the 
stress range ratio y» decreases significantly. What is 
not so obvious is the fact that members with lower L/e, X 
or a  values exhibit a more drastic increase in y as the 
applied live load increases. It follows that as the live 
load increases, the difference in the accuracy of the 
analysis between the various sections is increased. This 
implies that the uncracked analysis may be adequate for 
all PennDOT sections when the allowable stress is low, say 
3/f'c , but unacceptable for the majority of sections when 
the allowable stress is increased to 6jf*c or above. 
How the analytical error is influenced by overloading 
is another important consideration. Figure 16 shows the 
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Y-Ml relationship of two sections under normal and 
overload conditions. As expected, the Y values in both 
members increase as they are overloaded. The increase in 
Y is more pronounced for sections like 128/63, which 
show higher Y values at no overload. The data in Tables 
2-4 verify this as a general trend. Therefore, since L/e 
(or C or X) is a good indicator of the Y ratio at no 
overload, it follows that the same parameters can be used 
to predict the effect of overloading. 
3.5 Comparisons and Implications: 
.From the data produced by this study, the three 
dimensionless parameters X,d and L/e are identified as 
significant factors influencing the stress range ratio Y »- 
and hence the inherent error of an uncracked analysis. 
They also serve as indicators of the variation of Y as 
the live load is increased. This applies to live load 
increases due to an increased allowable tensile stress or 
to overloading. All three parameters' follow a similar 
pattern in that a higher value indicates a smaller error 
in analysis which increases as the value of the parameter 
decreases. 
Throughout the previous sections in this chapter the 
parameters have been examined with respect to how they 
influence the accuracy of an uncracked analysis. The 
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ratio Y has been sighted as an important indicator of the 
analytical accuracy, but what else can be implied from 
this ratio? 
In general the stress ranges resulting from an 
uncracked section analysis are relatively small and do 
not vary greatly between sections. Therefore it is 
reasonable to expect that the larger the ratio y is the 
greater the actual stress range experienced in a cracked 
section. Consequently sections with larger y ratios can 
be expected to possess poorer fatigue resistance an have 
correspondingly shorter fatigue lives. In other words the 
ratio y indicates the relative magnitude of fatigue 
resistance, compared with other members, as well as 
the error in the method of analysis. 
The question now arises as to which parameter is the 
best indicator of the error of analysis, and consequently 
the fatigue resistance? Table 6 lists several ofrthe*' '" 
parameters associated with the tested sections alongside 
the corresponding stress range ratios. Each parameter is 
ranked from 1 to 20 in descending order of fatigue . 
resistance, using Y as an indicator of fatigue weakness. 
Examination of this table shows that the ranking by the span 
length-eccentricity ratio (L/e) is by far the most 
consistent with the Y ranking, never deviating by more 
than three places. This indicates that L/e is a very 
good, and the most preferable, parameter for predicting 
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the fatigue behavior of a member upon cracking. 
It is interesting to examine why this parameter, L/e, 
is a better indicator of fatigue behavior than the others. 
Both \   and 6  are directly dependent on the applied 
force, eccentricity and the prestress loss. The L/e 
parameter, however, is a simple geometric ratio, not 
directly related to the prestress force. But in the 
design of a prestressed concrete section, the required 
prestress force is strongly influenced by the 
eccentricity. In other words, the prestress force (P ) and 
the eccentricity (e) are not really two independent 
variables as they appear to be. Therefore, the L/e ratio 
may be considered as indirectly related to the initial 
force as well. The only major difference between L/e and 
the other two parameters is that L/e includes the 
influence of the dead load moment, as reflected by the 
span length, but not the effect of the prestress loss. 
Since L/e is V better fatigue indicator than the other 
parameters it appears that the amount of dead load is a 
more important consideration than prestress loss in 
prestressed concrete fatigue problems. 
The previously mentioned fact that the parameter X 
is superior to the prestress alone as a fatigue indicator 
can be observed from Table 6. This table also includes a 
ranking of the parameter r, which is a combination of the 
prestressing force, eccentricity and dead load. Its 
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ranking is seen to be far different from that of the 
stress range factor. It is thus concluded that r  is not 
a good indicator of fatigue resistance. 
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4:. INFLUENCE OF NONPRESTRESSED STEEL 
4.1 General Effects; 
All the sections examined in Chapter 3 were standard 
PennDOT sections which do not contain any nonprestressed 
(mild) steel. How the presence of mild grade 
nonprestressed steel affects the performance of one 
specific PennDOT section will be examined in this chapter. 
This is intended to give an indication of how PennDOT 
sections in general will respond when nonprestressed steel 
is introduced. 
Figure 9 shows the section that will be examined. It 
will be analyzed three times, once with the prestressing 
steel only, once with the bottom layer of nonprestressed 
steel added and finally with both layers of mild steel 
added. The key data for this section is as follows: 
PRECAST   SECTION: 
Type  120/30 P.  =   260k p    =   200.?k 
i e 
A = I.38 in2     d = 31.6?"   L =  35i ft. 
Agl = 2.00 in2    dgl = 35"     F =  40 ksi 
As2 = 2,0° in2 *   ds2 = 33"     f'c = 5'25 ksi 
SLAB: 
f'c = 3.5 ksi     S = 60"       t = ?" 
LOADS: 
Mo = 704.53 k-in  Md = 1013.93 k-in  Mds = 139-79 k-in 
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The first question to be investigated is how does the 
mild steel influence the prestressed steel stress-applied 
load relationship of the section? To answer this question 
the section was analyzed under a variety of applied 
moments using the ANALZ version of the program. This 
analysis was done twice, using a modulus of rupture of 
zero and of ?.5/f'c', respectively. The resulting 
prestressed steel stresses are tabulated in Table 7, and 
plotted in Figures 17 and 18. 
The results from the second analysis ( f*r = 7.5jf'c' ) 
are plotted in Figure 17- The section that has both 
layers of nonprestressed (TWO NON) gives the best 
indication of the general stress-load -relationship of a 
typical PennDOT section. The basic pattern illustrated by 
this section can be extended to predict the. behavior of a 
section with any number of layers of nonprestressed steel. 
Therefore, it will be described and examined in detail. 
Prior to cracking the slope of the stress-load line 
is almost horizontal, indicating that prestressing steel 
stress is almost independent of the applied load. When 
the section cracks the force previously resisted by the 
tensile concrete is tranferred into  the pres-tressing and 
nonprestressing steels causing an abrupt increase in the 
strand stress. Furthermore the tensile stresses 
associated with any subsequent (post-cracking) loading 
must be completely sustained by the steel (prestressed and 
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nonprestressed). Consequently, the prestressing steel 
becomes more sensitive to the applied load and the slope 
of the stress-load line becomes more severe (steeper) 
following cracking. 
The slope remains almost constant until the first 
layer of nonprestressed steel yields. After a layer of 
mild steel has yielded it can no. longer absorb any more 
stress, therefore any additional tensile force must be 
resisted by the prestressed and the remaining unyielded 
mild steels. Consequently, as the mild steel layers yield 
the prestressing steel becomes progressively more 
sensitive to the applied load and the slope of the 
stress-load curve increases accordingly. Finally all the 
mild steel has yielded and only the prestressed steel 
remains to provide any additional tensile resisitance. The 
stress continues to increase along the "terminal" slope 
until failure occurs. It*should be remembered that this 
analysis, and the resulting terminal slope, is only valid 
until the prestressed steel exhausts its linear range, 
after which the stress-strain relationship used in the 
analysis will no longer be valid. 
The question now arises as to how the nonprestressed 
steel influences this behavior? From Figure 17 it is seen 
that all three curves, representing different amounts of 
nonprestressed steel, have two similar parts. From the 
initial prestress release until the cracking of the 
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section, the curves are almost identical. This similarity 
indicates that the nonprestressed steel has virtually no 
influence until after the section has cracked. The 
nonprestressed steel does increase the cracking moment 
slightly, but the effe.ct is not enough as to justify its 
use in fully prestressed members which remain uncracked 
under service conditions. 
The second part where all three curves are similar 
lies beyond the yielding of all nonprestressed steel (for 
the sections without nonprestressed steel this occurs 
after cracking). The slope of this "terminal" segment is 
fixed by the geometry of the prestressed section and is 
not affected by the amount of mild steel. However, the 
location of this segment is strongly dependent on the 
amount of mild steel. Obviously, as the graph indicates, 
a section with less (or no) nonprestressed steel will 
reach this segment at a lower applied load, and vice 
versa. The relevance of this fact will be addressed 
later. 
The most important concept illustrated by this graph 
is the pattern in which the load is distributed among the 
steel after cracking. As discussed earlier, the load 
previously resisted by the tensile concrete is 
redistributed to the steel upon cracking. When no mild 
steel is present, the entire force must be resisted by the 
prestressing strands. However, if nonprestressed steel is 
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present, it will absorb part of this redistributed force. 
This reduces the stress in the prestressed steel and 
reduces the magnitude of the abrupt increase in strand 
stress at cracking. As a consequence, the prestressing 
steel stress is not as sensitive to further applied loads, 
and the slope of the stress-load line is not as severe. 
Another important fact to note is that just a small amount 
of nonprestressed steel can significantly reduce the 
stress in the prestressing strands. It is equally 
important to note that as the amount of mild steel 
increases the additional beneficial effect to the 
prestressed steel stress decreases. In other words a 
small amount of mild steel can greatly decrease the 
prestressing steel stress, but the improvement associated 
with adding more nonprestressed steel drops off 
significantly as the amount of steel increases. It should 
be pointed out that adding greater amounts of mild steel 
will always serve to delay the onset of the terminal 
slope. However, where occasional overloads are expected 
to be within reasonable limits(say 20$), the economical 
value of this additional safety appears questionable. 
Figure 18 shows the results of the analysis based on 
a concrete rupture modulus of zero. These results are 
very similar to the results of those in Figure 1?. In 
fact, the corresponding curves are identical except for 
the portion between the two cracking loads, which are 
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lower in Figure 18. The lowering of the cracking load 
causes the tensile force to be redistributed earlier, and 
the abrupt increase in strand stress to be less. In 
Figure 19/ the two curves for identical sections are 
superimposed on top of. each other. It is seen that 
calculating with a higher modulus of rupture results in a 
higher cracking load, a larger abrupt stress increase at 
cracking, but lower steel stresses before cracking. After 
cracking, the stress-load relationship of the two members 
are identical. Engineering prudence would suggest that 
fatigue design should be based on a low modulus of 
rupture. 
In summary, the presence of nonprestressed steel has 
a definite influence on the strand stress-load 
relationship. It reduces the sensitivity of prestressing 
strand stress to applied load, and increases the ultimate 
moment capacity of the section. Under normal loading 
conditions, only a small amount of mild steel is needed to 
produce a significant improvement. The use of a large 
amount of nonprestressed steel, however, may not be 
warranted because of the diminished benefit. 
4.2 Fatigue Behavior: 
To investigate the influence that nonprestressed 
steel has on a member's fatigue behavior the three 
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sections examined in section 4.1 were analyzed using the 
CREAT2 version of the program. The results are tabulated 
in Table 8. Plotting these results in Figure 20 shows 
that adding mild steel significantly alters the error of 
analysis, and consequently the fatigue resistance, of the 
member. 
The manner in which the fatigue resistance is 
affected can be predicted 'by examining the prestressed 
steel stress-applied load relationship outlined in 
section 4.1 . The fact that the prestressing strands are 
the critical components in fatigue is the reason for 
concentrating on this relationship. 
The major function of the mild steel is to absorb 
part of the force that would otherwise have to be resisted 
by the prestressing steel. Therefore, the presence of 
mild steel results in lower stresses in the fatigue 
critical prestressing strands and consequently better 
fatigue behavior. The more mild steel used, the lower the 
stress in prestressing steel, and the better the section's 
fatigue resistance. However, as with the ultimate 
capacity, the incremental benefit, here fatigue 
resistance, decreases as the amount of mild steel 
increases. Figure 20 illustrates this fact well. By 
adding a small amount of mild steel (2 sq in.) to the 
basic section the stress range ratios are drastically 
reduced (over 50°/o  for f'r = 12 /f' c' ), indicating far 
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superior fatigue resistance. Doubling the amount of mild 
steel, however, further reduces the stress range ratios by 
a much smaller margin (about 30%)• Again, as with the 
ultimate capacity, a small amount of steel may be all that 
is required to increase the fatigue resistance to an 
acceptable level. 
-The similarity in the influence nonprestressed steel 
has on the strand stress and the fatigue resistance is 
expected since the fatigue critical strand stress range is 
directly dependent on the strand stress-applied load 
relation. A section that experiences a greater strand 
stress under dead plus live load condition is likely to 
experience a greater stress range as well. Consequently, 
the more severe the stress-load relation, as determined in 
the ultimate capacity analysis, the greater the strand 
stress range and the poorer the fatigue behavior". 
Therefore the knowledge of how specific sections respond 
under an ultimate load analysis can be used to indicate 
their relative fatigue resistance. 
4.3 Conclusion; 
From this brief investigation of the effect of using 
nonprestressed steel in one PennDOT standard prestressed 
concrete bridge member a few general observations can be 
made. First, since mild steel has virtually no influence 
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on the behavior of uncracked sections, its use in fully 
prestressed members would not be beneficial. On the other 
hand, nonprestressed steel can be quite useful after the 
section has cracked, increasing both its ultimate and 
fatigue capacity, and a moderate amount seems advisable in 
partially prestressed sections. 
Another important function of this study is to 
further define the problem and highlight the areas that 
require further study. Several of these areas are listed 
below. 
1) How does the amount of prestress loss influence 
fatigue resistance? 
2) Is the use of the modified BPR loss equation 
acceptable when mild steel is introduced? In 
other words, how does the presence of 
nonprestressed steel influence prestress loss, and 
consequently fatigue resistance? 
3) What is the quantitative correlation between 
the amount of mild steel and the associated 
decrease in stress range ratio? 
4) How does the grade and location of mild steel 
affect this correlation? 
5) Do mild steel bars in compression have any 
significant influence on the fatigue resistance? 
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5: CONCLUSIONS 
5-1 General Review; 
The first major effort in this study was the 
development of a method of analysis for composite sections 
comprised of a precast prestressed "beam and a cast in 
place slab. This included refining the standard equations 
foruncracked composite sections and developing a 
■e. 
procedure for analyzing cracked composite sections. These 
are outlined in Chapter 2 and then incorporated into a 
program that analyzes a composite section by both the 
cracked and uncracked procedures. 
In the next phase of investigation the program was 
used to analyze a variety of standard PennDOT sections to 
see how the difference between the two analyses varies 
with the applied live load.  Here the cracked section 
analysis was presumed correct and the error of analysis, 
as indicated by the stress range ratio y > was examined to 
ascertain how this ratio varies with specific 
dimensionless parameters. From the investigation it was 
determined that the parameter L/e is the best indicator of 
this error. 
By. assuming that the initial strand stress varies 
insignificantly from design to design it was postulated 
that the error of analysis could be related to the strand 
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stress range and consequently to the resistance of a 
member. Since L/e is a good indicator of the stress range 
ratios, which is closely related to fatigue resistance, it 
follows that L/e could be used to predict the fatigue 
behavior as well. What is vitally important to remember 
is that this parameter, and the entire investigation, is 
intended to show only the relative fatigue resistance 
among the various sections. The implications of this 
point will be discussed in the subsequent section. 
Finally the effect of nonprestressed steel on the 
section behavior was examined. Prom this brief study 
several general trends were observed and outlined in 
Chapter k. 
5.2 Applications of Results; 
The important question now arises as to what do these 
results really mean and how should they be used? There 
are two situations in which these results could be 
employed. The first is in the estimation of the probable 
fatigue life remaining in an existing member. The second 
possible use is in design where the results can be used to 
identify the best possible section with respect to 
fatigue. 
It is important to realize that the parameter L/e 
only indicates the relative fatigue resistance among 
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members. No quantitative correlation has been established 
for the relationship between L/e and y» between y and 
fatigue life, or between L/e and fatigue life. Since the 
quantitative relationship between L/e and fatigue 
resistance is not known the analysis of existing members 
cannot be based solely on L/e, but must include 
consideration of the stress ranges ( or y) and fatigue 
properties of the prestressing strands (Appendix F). 
Therefore, this is probably not the best application of 
the results of the parametric study since the values of 
the stress ranges cannot be inferred from L/e, but must be 
calculated. 
Unfortunately the same problem currently exists in 
using the results of the parametric study in the selection 
of a PennDOT section. The L/e values of two sections can 
be compared and the section with superior fatigue 
resistance can be chosen. However, how much better one 
section is than the other is not directly indicated by 
L/e. Therefore, L/e allows the choice of the better of 
the two sections but does not assure that this section 
will be acceptable in fatigue, just better than the other 
choice. 
This deficiency indicates the direction that any 
subsequent investigation should go, namely to find a 
correlation between the parameter L/e, the amount of 
nonprestressed steel present and the magnitude of the 
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applied live load to the actual fatigue life. This author 
suggests an equation of the following form: 
^ [1 + ct(As/Ag)r] =£ T0L(Mlb) 
where TOL( ) indicates that the tolerance is a function 
of the enclosed terras. 
Several aspects of this equation require explanation. 
First the term (As/Ag) nondimensionalizes the amount of 
mild steel to a percentage of the gross area of the 
precast section. Multiplying this term by a and raising 
it to the exponent r attempts to convert the effect of 
adding mild steel to an equivalent L/e increase. The 
exponent r reflects the fact that as the amount of steel 
increases the benefit associated decreases, therefore r 
must be less than one. 
Examination of any of the graphs in Chapter 3 clearly 
shows that the error of analysis, and consequently a 
member's susceptibility to fatigue failure, increase with 
the applied load. The exponent b indicates that the 
tolerance will not be linearly dependent on the live load 
but, as the graphs imply, exponentially dependent. Like 
r, b will have to be less than one to accurately represent 
the physical reality of the section's behavior. The 
coefficients, and possibly the form of the relationship, 
should be determined by performing a regression analysis 
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on a more extensive set of data. A relationship of this 
sort could then be employed as a design criterion where 
the given section is checked against its allowable 
tolerance.- 
The findings of the parametric, study could also" be 
used to select the most appropriate allowable tensile 
stress. For example, Table 2 indicates that a section 
with an allowable tensile stress of 3/f'c' will show an 
error of analysis of at most 50%. For most sections the 
error is within 20%. However, if the allowable tensile 
stress is increased to 6/f•c1 (as the current AASHTO 
specification permits) the stress range ratio can be as 
high as 3-8, and $0%  error becomes commonplace. This 
clearly shows the inadequacy of the uncracked section 
analysis for member designs based on a high allowable 
tensile stress, as well as the possible fatigue risk 
inherent in the members so designed. An analysis 
including the strands' fatigue properties and the applied 
load spectrum is needed to fully establish the 
significance of this finding. However, it would be 
reasonable to predict that an allowable stress of 6Jf* o 
may lead to a serious fatigue problem in the,future. 
Perhaps an allowable stress bewteen 3 and 6/fc would be 
more appropriate. In any case the allowable stresses, 
both PennDOT and AASHTO, should be reevaluated. 
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5.3 Related Investigations and Closing Remarks: 
So far the problem of fatigue in standard PennDOT 
sections has not "been totally resolved because several 
general aspects of fatigue have not been investigated. 
Some of the major topics left unanswered are: 
1) How do the applied loads used in the parametric 
study compare with- the design loads? Does the 
study accurately reflect the physical situation? 
2) How does using the gross section properties, as 
opposed to the transformed section properties, 
affect the analysis? 
3) What is the actual loading spectrum and how can 
this be related to a constant amplitude loading 
fatigue analysis? 
k)   How, and to what extent, does the variation of 
axial force (due to prestress loss) complicate 
this relationship? 
5) Is fatigue a problem in the nonprestressed 
steel? 
The following questions also need to be studied: 
6) How well does the theoretical analysis agree 
with experimental results? 
7) How do the findings of the study apply to other 
specifications such as AASHTO? 
8) How can these results be refined? 
9) Do box beams, sections employing shored 
construction or sections with draped strands 
possess superior fatigue properties than the 
straight stranded, unshored I beams investigated 
in this study? If so, how much? 
However, the purpose of this thesis is not to completely 
resolve all the questions concerning fatigue in composite 
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concrete sections. Rather, it is intended only to serve as 
a beginning. Some theoretical groundwork has been provided, 
and the probable severity of the problem has been 
established. Improvement in design safety can be expected 
from additional investigation. 
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6:   TABLES 
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TABLE 1: SECTION PROPERTIES 
SECTION Pi(k) 
1 
Pe(k) g(in) e(in) Ap(in2) L(ft) fc(ksi) 
120/30 239 184.50 5.33 7.79 1.265 35 5.25 
120/33 760 528.96 7.65 6.70 4.025 57 6.25 
120/36(1) 846 594.13 8.43 7.19 4.485 62 6.25 
120/36(4) 781 559-52 8.35 7.27 4.140 60i 5.75 
120/39 651 490.59 8.75 8.66 3.450 59 5.25 
124/33 977 688.64 8.15 6.72 5.175 62 6.25 
124/36 955 698.03 8.81 7.36 5.060 64 5.75 
124/42 716 546.45 8.49 9-55 3.795 S5k 5.25 
124/45 1042 752.12 9.77 10.41 5.520 79 6.25 
124/45* 1020 739.50 9.73 10.45 .5.405 78* 5.75 
124/48 1042 771.64 IO.36 11.03 5.520 81 5.75 
124/51(1) 977 740.96 10.93 12.45 5.175 81* 5-75 
124/51(3) 1085 808.05 11.16 12.22 5.750 85 5.25 
I26/33(D 868 645.38 8.09 6.95 4.600 59 5.25 
126/33(5) 1085 768.83 8.33 6.71 5.750 64 6.25 
126/36 1215 864.89 9.15 7.22 6.440 69i 6.25 
126/60 1628 1176.54 13.38 15.14 8.625 108 6.25 
126/60* 998 770.44 11.93 16.59 5.290 89 5.25 
126/63 1237 952.18 13.38 17.59 6.555 99 5.25 
128/63 IO63 820.63 10.65 21.31 5.635 99 5.25 
NOTE:  L = span length 
* and (#) represent variations of the same basic 
PennDOT section. 
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TABLE 2: STRESS RANGE RATIOS (y) 
APPLIED  LIVE LOAD MOMENT 
SECTION O/f'c' 3/f'cl 6/T'c' 7.5/fc 12/fc' 
120/30 1.000 1.486 3.769 5.230 8.855 
120/33 1.000 1.053 1.235 1.392 2.123 
120/36(1) 1.000 1.052 1.216 1.357 2.063 
120/36(4) 1.000 1.054 1.229 I.38O 2.144 
120/39 1.000 1.081 1.393 1.687 2.874 
124/33 1.000 1.053 1.216 1.346 1.938 
124/36 1.000 1.058 1.235 I.378 2.057 
124/42 1.000 1.09? 1.470 I.830 3.267 
124/45 1.000 1.075 I.343 I.58I 2.550 
124/45* 1.000 1.071 1.322 1.544 2.472 
124/48 1.000 1.077 1.339 1.580 2.631 
124/51(1) 1.000 1.095 1.449 ♦ 1.772 2.982 
124/51(3) 1.000 1.079 1.354 1.604 2.608 
I26/33(D 1.000 1.059 1.250 1.404 2.100 
126/33(5) 1.000 1.052 1.101 1.335 I.883 
126/36 1.000 1.051 1498 1.314 1.831 
126/60 1.000 1.082 1.352 1.569 2.396 
126/60* 1.000 1.169 1.827 2.317 4.053 
126/63 1.000 1.132 1.627 1.992 3.285 
128/63 1.000 1.194 2.020 2.588 4.329 
NOTE: Applied moments are expressed in terms of the bottom 
fiber stresses they produce. 
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TABLE  3:   STRESS RANGE RATIOS   (Y) 
APPLIED  LIVE LOAD MOMENTS   (10#  Overload) 
SECTION Ojfc 3/F5 6/f'c' 7.5/f'c" 12/fc' 
120/30 1.009 1.912 4.859 6.389   
120/33 1.00? 1.116 1.415 1.655 2.559 
120/36(1) 1.005 1.106 1.367 1.586 2.484 
120/36(4) 1.006 1.110 I.388 1.626 2.587 
120/39 1.007 1.164 1.674 2.073 3.448 
124/33 1.005 1.105 1.353 1.541 2.288 
124/36 1.006 1.110   .. .   1.373 1.580 2.445 
124/42 1.005 1.182 1.784 2.265 3.905 
124/45 1.006 1.144 1.562 1.890 3.011 
124/45* 1.006 1.139 1.534 1.845 2.922 
124/48 1.005 1.141 1.565 1.897 3.114 
124/51(1) 1.005 1.172 1.722 2.138 3.488 
I24/5K3) 1.005 1.145 1.571 1.914 3.058 
I26/33(D 1.006 1.120 1.407 1.628 2.505 
126/33(5) 1.005 1.102 1.226 1.510 2.203 
126/36 1.004 1.096 1.310 1.467 2.135 
126/60 1.004 1.142 1.534 1.814 2.768 
126/60* 1.004 1.289 2.174 2.780 4.677 
126/63 1.005 1.232 1.906 2.353 3.795 
128/63j    1.007 1.392 2.494 3.154 4.996 
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TABLE 4:   STRESS RANGE RATIOS   (y ) 
                                         —.——— -■ ■■ ■ 
APPLIED  LIVE LOAD MOMENTS   (ZOfo Overload) 
SECTION O/f'c1 3/^0 6/f'c' 7.5/fTc 12>/Frc 
120/30 1.039 2.498 5.905 7.442 
120/33 1.027 1.213 1.659 1.968 2.994 
120/36(1) 1.022 1.185 1.577 1.878 2.9H 
120/36(4) 1.023 1.192 1.612 1.935 3.035 
120/39 1.026 1.289 2.021 2.505 3.987 
124/33 1.022 1.181 1.530 1.776 2.656 
124/36 1.020 1.182 1.554 I.834 2.851 
124/42 1.023 1.306 2.164 2.744 4.500 
124/45 1.021 1.248 1.840 2.231 3.455 
124/45* 1.023 1.240 1.804 2.179 3.356 
124/48 1.020 1.231 1.823 2.250 3.579 
I24/5KD 1.020 1.285 2.041 2.527 3.9,59 
124/51(3) 1.0X9 1.241 1.845 2.250 3.483 
I26/33(D 1.023 1.205 1.612 1.898 2.931 
126/33(5) 1.020 1.172 1.482 1.721 2.541 
126/36 1.018 1.115 1.446 1.657 2.456 
126/60 1.018 1.228 1.747 2.074 3.136 
126/60* 1.019 1.450 2.572 3.230 5.244 
126/63 1.019 1.371 2.218 2.738 4.269 
128/63 1.031 1.663 2. 997 3.712 5.472 
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TABLE £: DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS 
____________- 
SECTION 
1 
e 
h 
_-_--___-_-_-_ 
L 
e 
1 
Pe 
  
(10-3) 
1 
(10-3) (Afc) 
120/30 0.260 53.85 0.097 3.185 0.373 1.801 
120/33 0.203 102.10 0.203 5.794 1.000 1.988 
120/36(1) 0.200 103.33 0.202 5.772 1.010 1.955 
120/36(4) 0.202 99.83 0.206 5.738 1.021 2.064 
120/39 0.222 81.77 0.182 5.172 0.821 1.823 
124/33 0.204 110.52 0.201 5.920 0.985 1.819 
124/36 0.204 104.56 0.197 5.925 0.967 1.884 
124/^2 0„227 82.44 0.177 4.916 0.779 2.147 
124/45 0.231 91.20 0.188 5.578 0.811 2.061 
124/45* 0.232 90.04 0.200 5.747 O.863 2.221 
124/48 0.230 88.04 0.190 5.476 0.826 2.158 
124/51(1) 0.244 78.59 0.185 5.128 0.758 2 c 354 
I24/5K3) 0.240 83.33 0.202 5.741 0.841 2.424 
I26/33CD 0.211 101.68 0.200 5.658 0.948 1.967 
126/33(5) 0.203 114.6/1 0.200 5.909 0.984 1.745 
126/36 0.201 115.2- 0.202 5.987 1.006 1.753 
126/60 0.252 85.71 0.194 6.053 0.771 2.263 
126/60* 0.277 64.26 0.151 4.743 0^708 2.235 
126/63 0.279 67.59 .0,173 5.435 0.806 2.560 
128/63 0.338 55.79 0.154 5-120 0.456        2.760 
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TABLE 6: PARAMETER COMPARISON 
SECTION 
Pft 
(Af'c) 
L 
e 
a X T Y 
at 12/f7c 
120/30 20 20 20 20 3 20 
120/33 2 6 6 4 9 7 
120/36(1) 4 5 7 2 7 5 
120/36(4) 1 8 10 1 11 8 
120/39 15 15 15 12 5 16 
124/33 6 3 5 5 4' 3 
124/36 10 4 4 7 6 4 
124/42 16 14 18 14 12 15 
124/45 13 9 12 13 10 11 
124/45* 9 10 8 9 .. 14 10 
124/48 12 11 13 11 13 13 
124/51(1) 14 16 16 16 17 14 
124/51(3) 5 13 9 10 18 12 
126/33(1) 8 7 11 8 8 6 
126/33(5) 7 2 3 6 1 2 
126/36 3 1 2 -3 2 1 
.126/60 11 12 1 15 16 9 
126/60* 19 18 19 18 15 18 
126/63 17 17. 14 ' 17 19 17 
128/63 18 19 17 19 20 19 
NOTE: Ranked best to worst 
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TABLE 7: PRESTRESSED STEEL STRESS 
Strand Stress  (fse) 
As - 0 As =  2.0  in2 As = 4.0  in2 
Ml . ,0/f'c' 7.5/f^ 0/f'c  . 7-5^ 0/f'c 7.5/FrcT 
0 148.20 148.20 147.97 147.97 147.81 147.81 
1 149.27 149.27 148.96 148.96 148.76 148.76 
2 150.34 150.34 149.96 149.96 149.70 149.70 
3 151.91 151.41 151.39 150.96 151.04 150.65 
4 158.81 152.47 155.22 151.96 153.94 151.60 
5 174.53 174.53 161. 31 161. 31 158.01 152.54 
6 194.32 194.32 168.47 168.47 162.64 162.64 
7 215.52 215.52 176.05 176.05 167.52 167.52 
8     184.26 184.26 172.53 172.53 
9 204.44 204.44 177.61 177.61 
10 * 225.63 225.63 182.74 182.74 
11     197.34 197.34 
12 217.93 217.93 
13 239.21 239.21 
14   
  
15 
NOTE:  Ml in 1000 k-ins , fon  in ksi se 
o/f'c    &    7.5/f' c    indicate the modulus  of rupture 
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?:   FIGURES 
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Fig.   2:   Sequential Strain Diagram 
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Fig. 3: Fictitious Stress Diagram 
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Fig. 4: Cracked Section 
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Fig.   5:   Composite Section Stress Diagram 
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Fig. 8: Sample Problem Section 
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Fig.   9-   Sample Section   (Chapter 4) 
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APPENDIX A 
INPUT FOR PROGRAM "ANALZ" 
'ORMAT  COLS.   SYMBOL  DESCRIPTION 
Card #1 
15 1-5 NI.1AX 
Card #2 
6A10. 1-60 IVAR(l) 
IVAR(6) 
Card #3 
15 1-5 NOSECT 
Card #4 
F10.0 1-10 TOL 
F10.0 11-20 DEL 
15. 21-25 NNM 
Card #5 
15 1-5 NUMST 
Card #6 
AlO 1-10 TYPE 
Card #7 
7F10.0 1-70 HS 
VS 
HB 
HT2 
VT2 
VTl 
VF 
Maximum number of nonprestressed 
steel layers for run (0-2). 
Variable formatting input, should 
be (2X,A10,2X,F8.3,^X,F8.3,4X, 
F8.3.4-X,F8.3,3X,F8.3,4X,F8.3, 
3X,F 
 Number of individual sections in 
run. 
Absolute error tolerance criterion. 
Initial increment interval divisor, 
ex.  6y = Depth/DEL 
Iteration limit (maximum number 
of cycles). 
Number of different steel config- 
urations in specific section. 
I BEAM or BOX section. 
Concrete section dimensions (in). 
(See figures # A1& A2) 
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Card #8 
5F10.0 
Card #9 
1-50 HF 
HW 
HTl 
VB 
VW 
F10.0 1-10 FSLAB 
F10.0 11-20 FBEAM 
Card #10 
F10.0 1-10 CRACK 
Card #11 
2A10 1-20 IVAR( 
More concrete section dimensions 
(in). For BOX sections this card 
will be blank. 
(See figures # Al & A2 ) 
Concrete compressive strength 
of slab (ksi). 
Concrete compressive strength 
of precast beam (ksi). 
Modulus of rupture of the precast 
concrete beam, expressed as a 
multiple of /PcT 
V 7)& Variable formatting input, should 
IVAR(8)  be 8.3,#(6X,F8.3),/) where # 
equals the number of nonprestressed 
steel layers plus one-(NSTEEL +1). 
Card #12 
15    1-5    NSTEEL  Number of nonprestressed layers 
in specific section (0-2). 
(For NSTEEL = 0, skip to Card B) 
Card A 
F10.0  1-10   AS(I)   Area of nonprestressed steel 
layer (in^). 
F10.0  11-20  DS(I)   Distance from top of PRECAST beam 
to steel layer's centroid (in). 
F10.0  21-30  ES(I)   Elastic modulus of steel divided 
by 106 (psi). 
F10.0   31-^  FY(I)   Yield point of steel (ksi). 
(Repeat Card A NSTEEL times, once for each layer of steel) 
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Card B 
F10.0 1-10 APS 
F10.0 11-20 DPS 
F10.0 21-30 EPS 
Card    C 
Area of prestressed steel (in^). 
Distance from top of PRECAST beam 
to centroid of prestressing 
steel (in). 
Elastic modulus of prestressing 
steel divided by 10° (psi). 
F10.0  1-10   SL      Distance from top of PRECAST beam 
to centroid of the lowest non- 
prestressed steel layer (in). 
F10.0  11-20  SU       "  uppermost '  
F10.0  21-30  PSL      Distance from top of PRECAST beam 
to centroid of lowest prestress- 
ing steel strand (in). 
F10.0  31-40  EL      Elastic modulus of lowest nonpre- 
stressed steel divided by 10° 
(psi). 
"  "  "  " uppermost "  "  " .' 
Lowest nonprestressed steel's 
yield point (ksi). 
Uppermost  "  "   "  "  " . 
Number of loadings. 
Self load moment (k-in). 
Dead load moment (k-in). 
Shored dead load moment (k-in). 
Live load moment (k-in). 
Applied prestress (ksi). 
(Repeat Card E NLOAD times, once for each loading) 
F10.0 41-50 EU 
F10.0 51-60 FYL 
F10.0 61-70 FYU 
Card    D 
15 1-5 NLO. 
Card    E 
F10.0 1-10 MO 
F10.0 11-20 MD 
F10.0 21-30 MDS 
F10.0 31-40 ML 
F10.0 41-50 PS 
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(Repeat from Card #11 on NUMST times, once 
for each reinforcement configuration) 
(Repeat from Card #5 on NOSECT times, once 
for each new section) 
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VB 
HB 
Fig.   Al:     Input J5ata:   I Beams 
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HS 
vs 
HT2 
A • • • • *: •.; 6*.'. 
» • 
• A . 
VTI 
Fig.   A2:     Input Data -   Box  Beams 
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APPENDIX B 
INPUT FOR PROGRAM "CREAT2" 
FORMAT   COLS.    SYMBOL   DESCRIPTION 
Cards #1-9       (See program ANALZ, Cards #1-9) 
Card #10 (See program ANALZ, Card #11) 
Card #11 (See program ANALZ, Card #12) 
Card A (See program ANALZ, Card A) 
(Repeat Card A NSTEEL times, once for each layer of steel) 
Card B (See program ANALZ, Card B) 
Card C (See program ANALZ, Card C) 
Card .D 
Self load moment  (k-in) 
Dead._lo.ad.-moment   (k-in) 
Shored dead load moment (k-in) 
Applied prestress (ksi) 
(Repeat from Card #11 on NUMST times, once 
for each reinforcement configuration) 
(Repeat from Card #5 on NOSECT times, 
once for each individual section) 
F10.0 1-10 MO 
F10.0 11-20 MD 
F10.0 21-30 MDS 
F10.0 31-40 PS 
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APPENDIX C 
FLOW CHART  FOR  PROGRAMS  "ANALZ"   &  MCREAT2" 
Calling program PRECON 
(start) 
Read storage 
^requirements/ 
T 
Allocate storage 
X 
Call MAIN 
(Stog) 
Main program dynamically 
allocates storage and 
calls main subroutine. 
Subroutine MAIN 
(differs between "ANALZ" and "CREAT2") 
(Start) 
Input printing format, 
iteration parameters, 
& number of sections i 
nput number of steel/" 
configurations / 
Call INPROP 
(Concrete) 
Calculate slab's 
modular ratio 
—     * 
Call GEOM 
(Concrete) 
Call OUTPROP 
(Concrete) 
\Read output format/ 
Call INPROP 
(Steel) 
Calculate steel 
modular ratio 
<£) 
.0 
-114- <E) 
Subroutine MAIN calcu- 
lates modular ratios 
and stress ranges. In 
the "CREAT2" version it 
generates live load 
moments as well. 
© 
Call GEOM & OUTPROP 
(Steel) 
ANALZ 
m- 
CREAT2 
ZZL 
<D 
\Input loads/ 
ylnput dead/ 
loads 
4 
Generate live loads 
by calling GENER 
*\Output loads/" 
 —  
Call UNCRACK 
(Dead loads only) 
T 
Call UNCRACK 
(Dead plus live) 
I 
Calculate 
stress ranges 
T 
\Output results / 
( Return") 
Yes ■© 
Yes 
<D 
Yes ■© 
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Subroutine INPROP 
(Start) 
Concrete Steel 
Jnput concrete/ \ Input steel 
properties \i roperties 
-*—( Returnj—*- 
Subroutine INPROP 
reads concrete or 
steel properties. 
Subroutine GEOM 
(Start) 
Subroutine GEOM 
calculates gross and 
transformed section 
properties. 
Calculate gross 
section properties 
Calculate transformed 
section properties 
"( Return)" 
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Subroutine UNCRACK 
CStartj 
Calculate bottom 
fiber stresses 
Compute 
stresses 
Calculate 
Q,f*,f+,s 
I 
Call CRACK 
■{Return >3 
Subroutine XMOMT 
CstartJ 
Calculate Sx^dA 
& SxdA 
(Return) 
Subroutine GENER  (CREAT2 only) 
( Start") 
Calculate M]_'s required,  to 
cause a bottom fiber stress 
of 0,3,6,7.5,  & IZJT^ 
~~r~ 
IReturnJ 
Subroutine calculates 
stresses in uncracked 
sections. 
Subroutine calculates 
force of compressive 
concrete. 
Subroutine generates 
the live load moments 
that will induce the 
desired stresses in the 
bottom fiber of the 
uncracked section. 
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Subroutine OUTPROP 
(Start) 
Output gross 
^section properties^ 
Return)* 
Subroutine OUTPROP 
outputs calculated 
gross and transformed 
sections properties. 
\ Output transformed / 
\section.properties/ 
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Subroutine CRACK 
(Start ) 
Initialize y and 
increment interval 
I 
Assume no 
steel has 
yielded 
I 
Calculate f 
Increment 
y 
.1 j 
© Calculate Equation 3 
Halve  increment 
and reverse sign 
Yes 
Subroutine calculates 
stresses in cracked 
sections. 
No 
Assume next 
steel yielded 
Yes 
Calculate stresses 
from f0? and y 
I 
C Return") 
No <D 
The Fortran coding for these two programs can be found 
in the Fritz Lab files. 
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APPENDIX D: 
Consider an 120/30 composite section defined "by the 
following data: 
Spacing (S) = 5 ft      Length (L) = 49i ft 
Pj_ = 521k   Slab thickness (t) = 7i in 
N = 24 strands   Aps = 24(0.115 in2/strand) = 2.76 in2 
Ag = 417 in2 eg = 7.14 in  Ig = 44757 in^ 
(from sheet 22 in BD-201) 
Loads; 
Slab: 
Self weight: 
Formwork: 
Additional: 
(7*")(5,)(0.15-:klf)/12 
(417 in2)(0.15 klf)/144 
(0.015 ksf)(5') 
(0.030 ksf)(5*) 
Haunch & Formwork: 
Moments at center line of span: 
Mo  =  0.434^1^  (12) 
Md (0.469+ 0.075)(1595.D/(0.434) 
Mds    =       (0.150) (1595.D/(0.434) 
= 0.469 klf 
= 0.434 klf 
= 0.075 klf 
= 0.150 klf 
= 0 
= 1595.1 k-in 
= 1999.4 k-in 
=    551.3 k-in 
Loss.of prestress: 
fsi    =  52l/2.76 = 188.77 ksi 
fcs    =  -521(1/417 + %££) + ^^U7'1^    =  -1-588 ksi 
Afs    =6+16 fcs 
44757 ' 44757 
+  0.08fsi       in ksi (-Revised  BPR) 
-120- 
£fs      =  6+ 161-1.588J  +  0.08(188.77) = 46.51  ksi 
Loss    =  46.51/188.77(100^) =  24.64 % 
24.64 % >22.80 %    ,*. OK 
fpe      = 188.77 - 46.51 =  142.26 ksi 
These computed quantities (Mo,MdfMds & fpe) along with 
the given material and geometric properties constitute 
the required input for the program. Consult Appendices 
A & B for the proper entry formats. 
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APPENDIX E: 
GLOSSARY 
A - gross area of precast section, (in ). 
A - area of prestressed steel (in ). 
A - area of nonprestressed (mild) steel 
s
  (in2). 
p 
A -, - transformed area of precast slab (in ). 
Az - area of compressive concrete between crack 
top and slab bottom (in^). 
a - as yet undetermined coefficient that 
converts the amount of mild steel 
added to an equivalent L/e increase 
(See Section 5.2). 
b - as yet undetermined exponent reflecting the 
influence of live load (See Section 5-2). 
p - prestress factor. 
C - total compressive force (k). 
C . - compressive force of nonprestressed steel 
st
  (k). 
C , , - slab force (k). 
slab 
C  - precast concrete's compressive force (k). 
D - dead load moment (Chapter 1). 
dA - infinitesimal integration area. 
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d-, - distance from slab top to prestressing 
strand of interest (in). 
d - distance from slab top to centroid 
p
  of prestressing steel (in). 
d - distance from slab top down to centroid 
s
  of nonprestressed layer (in). 
Dl - intermediate denominator (in--*). 
D2 - intermediate denominator (k-in). 
e - distance between centroid of transformed 
section and the centroid of prestressing 
steel, positive downward (in). 
E - concrete's elastic modulus (ksi). 
E  - prestressing steel's elastic modulus (ksi) 
PS 
E - nonprestressed (mild) steel's elastic 
s
  modulus (ksi). 
€  - total strain in prestressed steel. 
€  - strain in nonprestressed steel. 
€  - yield strain. 
€. - prestressing steel strain associated with 
the initial release of prestress. 
€  - incremental strain in prestressing steel 
between initial release and decompression, 
€-. - post compression prestressing steel 
J
  strain. 
-123- 
f - stress at bottom of precast section (ksi) 
f - stress in arbitrary concrete fiber (ksi). 
f'c - concrete's compressive strength (ksi). 
f ~ - fictitious slab top stress (ksi). 
c3 
f, - stress in arbitrary prestressing strand 
1
 (ksi). 
Fp - prestressed steel force (k). 
f  - stress in prestressing strand due to final 
pe
  prestressing force (after all time dependent 
losses) (ksi). 
f - stress in nonprestressed steel (ksi). 
s 
Fs - nonprestressed steel force (k). 
f , - slab bottom stress (ksi). 
so 
f  - prestressing steel stress (ksi). 
f , , - stress in arbitrary slab fiber (ksi). 
f . - slab top stress (ksi). 
s u 
f. - precast beam top stress (ksi). 
f.  - same as f ... ts st 
F - yield stress of nonprestressed steel (ksi) 
-124- 
f1 - prestressing steel stress resulting from 
f? - increment in prestressing steel stress 
resulting from €2« 
f ~ - increment in prestressing steel stress 
^      resulting from € . 
f* - intermediate fictitious slab top stress 
(ksi). 
g - distance from section bottom to the centroid 
of prestressing steel, always positive (in). 
Y - stress range ratio. 
h - depth of precast section (in) 
I - moment of inertia (in ). 
- impact load (Chapter 1). 
k - distance from centroid of transformed 
section to beam top, positive being taken 
as down (in). 
L - length of simple span (ft). 
- live load (Chapter 1). 
A. - dimensionless parameter. 
-125- 
M - moment (Chapter 1). 
M - internal resisting moment due to concrete 
c
  (k-in). 
Md - unshored dead load moment (k-in). 
Mds - shored dead load moment (k-in). 
Ml - live load moment, including impact (k-in). 
Iff  - moment taken about neutral axis of stress 
na
  (k-in). 
Mo - self weight moment (k-in). 
Ms - internal resisting moment due to steel 
(k-in). 
M. - sum of all applied moments (k-in). 
n - modular ratio of prestressed steel. 
n - modular ratio of nonprestressed steel, 
n - - modular ratio of slab, 
si 
Nl - intermediate numerator (k1*. 
N2 - intermediate numerator (k). 
P - prestressing force after losses (k). 
P. - prestressing force before losses (k) 
-126- 
Q - fictitious force (k). 
r - as yet undefined exponent 
reflecting the influence of 
live load. 
s - centroid- of intermediate stress block, 
measured down from slab top (in). 
S - effective slab width (in). 
ST - stress range. 
Src - stress range from cracked analysis. 
Sru - stress range from uncracked analysis 
s* - centroid of apparent stress block, 
measured down from the top (in). 
6  - nondimensionalized stress gradient. 
f - summation of all yielded nonprestressed 
steel. 
2 - summation of all nonyielded prestressed 
steel. 
£  - summation of only yielded nonprestressed 
steel in compression. 
t - effective slab thickness (in). 
T - total tensile force (k). 
T - dimensionless parameter. 
-12?- 
w - distance from transformed section's centroid 
to the fiber of interest, measured with down 
taken as positive (in). 
x - distance above crack (in) 
y - distance from slab top down to crack, 
always positive (in). 
z - distance from crack up to slab bottom (in). 
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APPENDIX P: 
Consider two sections with the following characteri- 
stics. 
Section 1 Section 2 
120/30 124/36 
L/e = 53.85 L/e = 104.58 
Y = 8.855 Y = 2.057 
(Y corresponding to a live load moment of 12/f * c') 
A general S-N relation for steel can be represented by: 
N = A(Sr);3        (IX) 
where A is a function of geometry. Since all strands are 
assumed to be similar A will be constant throughout the 
example. 
Recall that 
Y '-  Src/Sru 
Therefore: 
Src = Y(Sru) 
Substituting gives 
N = (A)(Sru)"3 Y"3 
for the fatigue life of a particular strand. But recall 
the assumptions that the strand geometry and the uncracked 
stress range (Sru) is similar in all sections. Therefore 
the ratio of the fatigue lives becomes: 
N2    42; 
Here; 
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Ve)i  104.58  u'-^ 
li - 8.855 _ u  ?0. 
Y2 " 2.057 " ^3°5 
Nl i 
— = (4.305)"-^ = 0.0125 
N2 
or 
Ni  = 1/80 (N2) 
Therefore the first section, whose L/e ratio is half 
that of the second section, has a fatigue life of only 
1/80 that of the second section under the given loading. 
This example, although very crude (6, pg 6?), clearly 
illustrates the nonlinearity of the relationship between 
L/e and fatigue life. 
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